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SGA changes vote, 
passing the concert
By Megan Matteucci 
Journal Staff
After an outraged SuffolkJournalcoXunm, 
three meetings and a group of angry students 
the Student Government Association revised 
course and decided to allocate funds for a 
spring concert.
The concert committee appeared before 
SGA on Thursday’s special meeting for the 
second time to ask for $ 5,080 for the April 20 
concert. However after much debate, SGA 
allocated $6,400, the original amount, for the 
spring concert.
SGA Treasurer Erik Travers moved to 
allocate $5,800 to the concert committee at 
the Thursday meeting, after they submitted a 
new allocation to the Finance and Allocations 
Committee.
Stacia Russell, concert committee chair­
person, appeared before the SGA board to 
explain the changes that were made within the 
week.
“We revised our budget and we got more 
money in co-sponsorship,” she said.
The committee altered the budget, getting 
rid of lighting and tickets. Russell said the 
committee will to ask the theater department 
to donate a spot light and all of the other 
lighting will be included in the staging.
“We are getting the tickets and wristbands 
for free and making some changes to the 
lighting,” Russell said. “We’re really doing the 
eventwith a minimum budget.”
The concert committee received $ 500 in co­
sponsorship from WSFR, $500 from the 
Student Activities Office, $ 150 from the Per­
forming Arts Council and $ 150 from Ven­
ture.
Travers, who led the argument for a larger 
band and a different date last week, now 
argued in support of the concert.
“I’ve been thinking a lot and Caroline 
[Corayer] is right,” Travers said. “I think it is 
great that you guys [the concert committee] are 
here supporting it. I think you guys should get 
this money. Maybe it won’tbe a success, but I 
completely support it. I think we should give 
them all the money. Why do it half-assed? If 
you are going to do it, why not go all out.”
The concert was originally proposed for 
March 2, the same day as the Caribbean 
Student Network’s spring fashion show. How­
ever, it will now be April 20 in the Ridgeway 
gym.
Travers credited the Jouamhs an influence 
in changing his mind about the concert. “A lot 
had to do with the intetviewyou [the Jounml\ 
conducted last week regarding the student 
activity fee. I personally feel that the events that 
are held at Suffolk right now cater to a certain 
group and they are the only ones who take 
advantage of that,” he said. “After serious 
thought about who used this smdent activities 
fee, I thought that it wasn’t fair to give that fee 
to only those who are voting on where it goes.
CONCERT
continued on Page 15
Elevators capture 12
By Caroline Corayer 
Journal Staff
On Feb. 22, 12 people were trapped in a 
Donahue building elevator for over a half­
hour. The posted maximum capacity of these 
elevators is only eight people while the weight 
limit is 2,500 pounds.
According to junior Jim DeMiles,whowas 
stuck in the elevator, six of the 12 were high 
school students visit­
ELEVTOR IS NOT BROKEN.
ing Suffolk for the ad­
missions office info 
session used as a means 
of recruitment. He 
pointed out that this 
is the first impression 
these potential stu­
dents have of the uni­
versity. DeMiles talked 
to these students 
about the university
while theyawaited re- __________________
leased from the eleva­
tor. At first there was a lot of communication 
between those stuck inside and others from 
outside to help keep everyone calm.
DeMiles also commented on the time dur­
ing orientation last summer when his group
was stuck in a Sawyer elevator for an hour and 
fifteen minutes. Thattime 14 peoplewere in 
the elevator with a capacity of 10.
“It’s pretty clear [the elevators] don’t pass 
state regulations. Something needs to be done 
about it,” said DeMiles. According to DeMiles 
the 12 people added up their weight while 
waiting to be rescued and the total wasn’t even 
2000 pounds.
However, Director of Physical Plant Mark
______________________________________ Henebury pointed our
that there is more to the 
■■ capacitylimitsrhanjust
There is almost never is a
plays a role. If there are
TIME WEIEN AT LEAST ONE peoplesquishedagainst
the doors of the eleva-
-Bridget Rafferty, 
Class of 2003
tor, thatcan prevent the 
doors from opening.
In the Feb. 7 Jour­
nal, theSuffolkUniver- 
sity Police chief, John 
Pagliarulo stated that 
the police had re­
quested that physical plant post signs in the 
Donahue building stating the maximum num-
ELEVATORS
continued on Page 2
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Suffolk students competed against local schools in the Beahpot Case 
Analysis Competition at Boston University.
SSOM enters Bean pot
By Alisha Cox 
Journal Staff
Suffolk students were finally able to com­
pete in the Beanpot, but it wasn’t the men’s 
hockey team who received the glory. Students 
from the Sawyer School of Management 
placed fourth out of twelve teams in the 5*'' 
annual B-School Beanpot Case Analysis 
Competition organized by Boston University’s 
School of Management.
Suffolk was one of six colleges and univer­
sities throughout Boston that was invited to 
join in Saturday’s competition. For the first 
time, SSOM students battled against stu­
dents from Northeastern, Bentley College, 
Boston University, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology and Babson College.
According to SSOM Associate Professor 
Pierre Dujardin, Suffolk was invitedbecause 
of the overall quality of the SSOM program. 
“One of the issues at SSOM is that although 
we know we are as good as our competitors, 
the world doesn’t know that,” he said. “The 
major thing was that not only was this our 
first time invited, we placed fourth.”
Each of the six schools had two teams of 
five students representing the best of their 
business departments.“It’s understood we 
wouldsend ourbeststudents,” hesaid. “We 
picked people who would do a good job 
representing Suffolk.”
Junior Lenka Benova, a member of 
Suffolk’s winning team, was surprised by the 
judges’ decision. “But we wanted to win,” she 
said. “We felt that we were by no means 
inferior, butthat their experience might be to 
their advantage.”
Each team was given a current business 
issue and less than six hours to develop a 
possible solution. They had to submit a writ­
ten proposal to a panel of 12 judges, who 
determined which four teams would move 
on to the final round. One of Suffolk’s teams 
was chosen, along with both of Northeastern’s 
and one team from MIT.
The finalists then had to present their 
proposals to the judges, followed by a ques­
tion and answerround. According to SSOM 
Dean John Brennan, this was the most trying 
aspect. “[The presentation] was a terrible
masochistic thirig they have to do,” he said. 
“It’s a huge exercise. It’s an uptight, real 
challenge for our kids.”
Dujardin, who acted as their coach, an­
ticipated the level of difficulty they would 
face. “I didn’t see anythirig surprising, but I 
was just the coach. If they were surprised, 
they had very strong stomachs,” he said. 
“When they marched into BU on Saturday, 
they knew exactly what they were doing.”
Being one of six colleges in Boston invited 
was a reward by itself, according to Brennan. 
“There are literally 20 to 30 colleges around 
Boston that could be in it,” he said.
Dujardin echoed Brennan in Suffolk’s 
students. “It’s good to be recognized by our 
peers,” he said. “Our best students are as 
good as the students at those other schools. ”
“It’s not just a competition, because it was 
sponsored by future possible job recruiters,” 
Du Jardin contimied. This year’s sponsors 
included Deloitte Consulting, 
PricewaterhouseCoopers and Ernst &. 
Young, in addition to other area busiiress 
and marketing firms.
Suffolk had not been invited to partici­
pate in the Beanpot in past years. Brennan 
credited discussions with Boston University’s 
Dean of Management Louis E. Lataif with 
Suffolk being asked to joitr. “We have been 
making contact with them, asking to be itv 
cluded, ” he said. “ I think our earlier discus­
sions with them were fruitful. ”
He stressed that all the credit should rest 
on the students who participated. “I was 
really proud to see our students up there. 
They did a great job,” he said.
“We did well, especially because we went 
first and hadn’t seen any preseirtations,” 
Beriova said. “The main part was the presen­
tations. Nowwe knowwhatthe judges want.”
Caroline Corayer, a member of Suffolk’s 
other team, agreed with Benova. “It was 
interesting to see what the odter schools did 
for their presentations,” she said. “It wasn’t 
so much what they said, but rather how they 
presented it. ”
As a junior, Benova hopes Suffolk will be 
invited to the competition again next year. 
“There is a need for more practice, so we can 
beat Northeastern," she said.
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Health Services over-run
By Missy Beecher 
Journal Staff
To see sniffling suidents wandering around 
Suffolk is commonplace this rime of year. 
According ro Health Services Director and 
Nurse Practitioirer Thelma Lake, approxi­
mately 600 students have sought our medical 
care from her staff this month alone.
“We do have a lot of sick students with flu­
like illness, which is not unusual because it is this 
time of year that it happens. Usually after 
springbreak people have a chance ro get away, 
get some rest and come back to feel a lor 
healthier,” said Lake.
Freshman Heather Kamin went to Health 
Services with noticeable hives on her body. She 
felt the treatment she received was inadequate 
and refuses to go to the center agaiiiLecause of 
her experience.
“1 went for my appointment and had to 
wait a half-an-hotir before someone saw me. I 
would have preferred ro go somewhere else 
because I felt that I didn’rget the proper care. 
The person that I spoke with was rude, al­
though the doctor I saw was okay,” she said. 
“They told me that they couldn’t help me and 
that 1 needed to go to Mass General anyway. I 
would have gone to MGH in a heartbeat.”
“It was a waste to go there and is a waste of 
the school’s money,” Kamin continued.
Lake said the center does the best it can to 
accommodate students. “There are times when 
our schedule becomes quire full so we are nor 
able to see everyone, but we try to fit people in 
so they can be seen in a couple days,” Lake said.
Due to the number of students seeking 
medical attention. Health Services has been 
usingNew England Medical Center’s Down­
town Family Medical to meet students needs. 
Located at 260 Tremont St., the center has 
seen a change in their operations because of the 
increased number of srudents.
“There has been a noticeable difference in
the past months because ofSuffolk students,” 
said Marlene Moir, a medical assistant at the 
Downtown Family Center.
“We usually have to double-book doctors 
because the srudents often come with no ap­
pointment. Itusually isn’t a problem, but there 
has been an increase this year,” Moir said.
“The demand on Health Services is incred­
ible,” said Dean of Students Nancy Stoll. 
“They have worked hard to be responsive to 
students’ needs. They have not only had to 
stretch resources as far as people but also with 
space. With how many srudents have been sick, 
it is a very demanding period.
“It’s fair to say one area we’ve asked the 
university to improve facilities available to 
Health Services. The space there is limited and 
it is a priority to see improvement,” saidStoll.
According to Lake, Health Services has 
four nurse practitioners, including herself. 
The nurse practitioners who tend to srudents 
are comparable to registered nurses with an 
advanced formal education. Certified by the 
NationalNursing Organization, they can diag­
nose and treat illness, perform physical exami­
nations, write prescriptions, referand collabo­
rates with other health care professionals, and 
provide counseling.
“There is a strain in the sense that our 
physical facilities are limited,” said Lake. “We 
do not have the facilities to accommodate, so 
we use the downtown family practice.”
Health Services not only sees undergradu­
ates, but also graduate and law students. The 
center provides CPR training courses, infor­
mation on AIDS, HIV and STDs, testicular 
and breast self-examinations and participates 
in classroom workshops.
However, the major problem currently is 
combating the flu season. Lake’s advice to 
avoid the flu is simple.
“Drink lots of liquids, get a minimum of 
eight hotirs of sleep a night, eat fruit and 
vegetables and get plenty of exercise,” said Lake.
- ATTENTION STUDENTS -
OPEN OFFICE HOURS WITH 
PRESIDENT SARGENT
Thursday, March 1,2001 
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
President David Sargent invites you to meet with him (no 
appointment necessary) to ask questions, express concerns, 
suggest ideas, and teli him how you fee! about Suffolk.
Please take advantage of the opportunity to meet and 
speak with the President
HE WANTS TO HEAR FROM YOU!!
One Beacon Street - 25th Floor
Kurt Erickson - Journal Staff




continued from Page 1
stating the maximum number of people per 
elevator. Since that time paper signs have been 
placed outside the elevator doors on each 
floor stating a maximum capacity of eight 
people. According to Henebury, permanent 
signs are being ordered and will be placed 
throughout the university elevators.
While trapped, DeMiles missed the Stu­
dent Government Association’s special meet­
ing to vote on the concert committee. He was 
disappointed about missing the meeting be­
cause he believed the vote would be close and, 
wanted his views to be heard. For this reason 
he submitted a letter to the/ot/nw/expressing 
his opinions.
According ro Henebury, the biggest reason 
for the elevator problems “is use, abuse and 
misuse.” While he believes much of the misuse 
is unintentional, there are constantly prob­
lems due to straws or candy wrappers falling 
between the cracks or other such incidents. 
•Overcrowding as well as the constant use also 
plays a significant role in the problems.
The contracted elevator companies are 
responsible for all repairs to the elevators. The 
only thing the university employees are allowed 
to do is replace the overhead florescent lights 
and clean the carpets or floors. Everything else 
is the responsibility of the elevator companies.
While Henebury believes the companies 
generally respond quickly to problems, the 
university is working with them to ensure faster 
response times. Generally the problems are 
fixed within hours, but for some more severe 
problems, as when new parts need to be or­
dered, it sonretimes can take a few days to fix.
However, many residence hall smdenrs have 
noticed one elevator that has remained bro­
ken for an extended period of time.
According ro sophomore Bridger Rafferty,, 
“There has been one elevator consistently bro­
ken for about two weeks now.”
Resident students have become frustrated 
with all the elevator problems occurring 
throughout the year.
“It’s been very inconvenient, ” stated sopho­
more Tracy McElory.
Rafferty added, “There is almost never a 
rime when at least one elevator isn’t broken. ”
Neither Delaney nor Henebury were aware 
of such a situation. Paul Delaney, assistant 
director of facilities planning, noted that some 
elevatorsat ISOTremontSt. have been in need 
of new parts at some points causing some 
interruptions in service, but he has not heard 
of any being down for such an extended period 
of time.
During the weekof Feb. 12, various reports 
were filed regarding elevator problems. An 
elevator was stuck in each of the following 
buildings: Donahue,Sawyerand 1 SOTremont 
St. In addition, an elevator panel reportedly 
fell off one of the elevators.
Many ofSuffolk’s state elevator inspections 
have been expired for over a month, yet the 
state has failed to complete the site inspection. 
The state is required to iirspect all publicly used 
elevators each year to ensure proper mainte­
nance and safety.
The elevators at Suffolk are conrracred 
through a few different elevator companies. 
The company assigned to each building’s eleva­
tors is dependent on the type of elevator 
installed.
These elevator companies are required to 
submit applications to the state’s Department 
of Public Safety at least 60 days prior to the 
date of expiration.
According to Delaney, Suffolk had their 
forms “all sent in well before their expirarion 
dare.”
The school has been working with both the 
state and the elevator companies togetdates set 
for the inspections to take place.
Delaney said in the past the state has been 
good about getting inspections done, but “I 
understand they are running about three 
months behind at this time.” Most of the 
elevator inspections expired at the end of 
January; this will push their inspections back to 
the end of April.
When asked if this concerned him, Delaney 
responded. “I am concerned. I am not wor­
ried, just concerned. ”
The elevator companies are required by 
contract ro inspect the elevators on a monthly 
basis.
According to Henebury, “The elevators are 
safe,” the school just wants to have the state 
inspections completed.
Although the school could not be held 
responsible for lack of srate inspections, 
Henebui7believes it is a poor reflection on the 
university to be missing them.
The school is not in any danger of having 
the elevators shut down because the only one 
who would have such authority is the elevator 
inspector, who has yet to schedule an appoint­
ment.
Henebur>'stated that if someone questions 
the status of the elevators, they would see that 
Suffolk and the elevator companies have been 
following all proper procedures for mainte­
nance and inspection. All that is needed is for 
the state to come and perform their inspec­
tions.
www.suff olkj ournal.net
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SGA focuses on 
events, not concerns
By Megan Matteucci 
Journal Staff
Housing, senior week events, increasing 
communication with NESAD students, re­
cruiting and protecting their organization from 
inner-office theft were some of the topics 
brought up at yesterday’s Student Govern­
ment Association speeches in the Donahue 
Cafeteria.
Fourteen candidates, including two write- 
ins, presentedspeechesand answered students’ 
questions for the 18 available SGA seats.
Class of 2002 Presi-_____ ;____________
dentjim DeMiles is run- 
ningforpresidentagain.
who is running for vice president, said she plans 
to focus on housing next year. She serves the 
chairman of the Housing Committee and has 
been active in planning an off-campus housing 
fair with local realtors.
“It’s really important that you vote some­
one inwhoyou reallywant,” Cicciasaid. “I’m 
willing to take the crap for anything and the 
credit when it is deserved.”
Member-at-large MikeTrainor is also run­
ning for vice president. A newcomer to SGA 
this year, Trainor attributed his leadership 
skills to serving as president of the Winter
_________________ Activities Club. “I have
worked very closely with 
Student Activities,” he
mencement and plan-_______|____________
ning the senior class -
brunch and other senior week events. “I’m 
good at planning and hosting events and am 
trying to put on a talent show at the end of our 
junior year.”
DeMiles has been involved with SGA all 
three years at Suffolk, while Houston is in her 
first year as a member. I louston, however, 
listed her involvement with SOULS and other 
Suffolk service activities.
Class of2002 Representative Shelley Ciccia,
Martin wins award
By Melissa Fiorillo 
Journal Contributor
“1 paint because 1 have to,” says Assistant 
Professor Lydia Martin of the New England 
School of Art and Design at Suffolk Univer­
sity. “1 have no choice. If 1 do not paint, 1 will 
be will be miserable.” Martin is not only driven 
to paint, but to share her love of realist arts 
with her students. '
Martin was recently awarded the Gerdine 
Prize for portrait painting at the “Faces on 
Places” international exhibit, held in Septem­
ber at the St. Louis Artists’ Guild in Missouri.
The artworks were selected and judged by 
an artist from the Guild, and then exhibited in 
the show. The Gerdine Prize was the top prize 
for its exhibition, portrayting people in any 
setting and medium. _
As a highly-achieved prolessional artist, 
Martin strives to encourage students to exer­
cise ambitious creativity.
She places her own personal experiences as 
an artist, student and teacher into her instruct­
ing in order to encourage her students to 
appreciate their own work and ability.
“Students are wonderful teachers, mainly 
because theyaresoaggressiveaboutgettingyou 
to take a stand on something, and then equally 
aggressive about wanting you to change your 
mind,” stares Martin.
Martin encourages her students to find this 
“strength creativity” in themselves and direct it 
in their work.
She enjoys painting suburban landscapes 
as well as the city, farmlands and all the people 
who live there.“1 am originally from the Phila­
delphia area and was raised in a blue collar 
town with factories and working class society,” 
says Martin.
“ 1 have never been to Russia or the LJkraine, 
bur my parents were born there, so their ways 
surrounded nte and appealed to me very much,”
says Martin.
She describes how when she was a little girl, 
her parents had books on Russian artists that 
she enjoyed. “There was a group of artists 
called the Itinerates, who painted in a very 
naturalistic, realistic style of the people and 
places around them,” says Martin.
“The German artist, Kathe Kollwitz was 
one of my favorite artists when I was in college,” 
says Martin. Kollwitzwas a printmaker during 
both World War I and II. Martin describes her 
paintings as sad, brooding and moving works.
“She really spoke to me,” Martin says. “My 
parents escaped Russia during World War II 
because they were being persecuted by the 
Soviets. They used to tell me how they ran 
through fields that were bombed and gunfire 
flying by,” she explains.
Martin tells how they experienced starva­
tion and lived in poor communities. “My fa­
ther was in several camps, one was a concentra­
tion camp,” she says.
Odd Nerdrum, a Norwegian artist, is an­
other painter she loves. “Nerdrum creates 
works in beautif ul realism, yet sad and some­
times depressing, yet withsuchbeauty and life,” 
says Martin.
“I think the kind of people I often want t,o 
paint are people who have much to read in the 
face. It is something more than pleasant fea­
tures. Something beyond the eyes that I want 
to capture in paint, which cannotbe explained 
in words," she says.
“ I have been stead ily pa in ting works based 
on the LJkrainian word ‘berszmetnyky,’ trans­
lated to ‘flowers without death’ because though 
they are dead, they have retained their color,” 
Martin continues.
Martin paints realistic and stoic pieces, that 
look almost like a photograph, btit have rich,
MARTIN .
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SGA members presented speeches yesterday in the Donahue Cafeteria.
against Bryanna Hous-j-p |g YOUR RIGHT TO |<^[SjQ\Y 
ton, a member-at-large. position very seriously.”
DeMiles said his main WHERE YOUR MONEY IS GOING. Class of2002 Repre­
focus next year will be Please remember you are iN««^f‘''^*sarahingemi
on planning senior class - Carla Beaudoin and
events. CONTROL OF WHERE YOUR Vice President Ricardo
“Senior year is the jY\Q]\|EY GOES Borgos are running for
mostimportantyearin " representatives. One seat
Snident Government,” is vacant,
he said, listing reserving „ Ingemisaidsheisplan-
^, r - Carla Beaudoin, . r ,the venue for com- PRESIDENT energy
__________________ ^ on planning senior
events. “I want to make 
sure our senior year is the best,” Ingemi said.
Beaudoin said that while the other senior 
class candidates plan to put their energy into 
planning events for seniorweek, she would like 
to focus on representing the student body’s 
interests in spending the activities fee. “I’m not 
going to talk about what I’ve done, but about 
howyoushouldbevoting,” Beaudoinsaid. “It 
is your right to know where your money is 
going. Please remember you are in control of
where your money is goes.”
Class of 2003 President Kerri Abrams, 
who is not running, asked the senior class 
candidates what type of new ways they are 
planning to represent the seniors. Houston 
said she would like to institute a senior class 
service project, similar to the SOULS 
Servathon. DeMiles said he is planning to 
sponsor a trip to a Red Sox game, emphasizing 
his hopes for the Red Sox to be in the World 
Series this year. DeMiles also listed a class pub- 
crawl as one of his interests.
While the majority of the speeches con­
cerned event-planning, the candidates failed to 
mention tuition, housing and other influen­
tial subjects except to response to questioning.
Borgos said he plans to represent the stu­
dent body by taking their concerns to the 
Board of Trustees, particularly the need for 
the new residence hall.
“I think it is important for SGA to take a 
stand and represent the students’ needs,” 
Beaudoinsaid.
Ingemi said she is concerned about tuition, 
but that “there is only so much we can do for
niirion.
DeMiles said he wanted to make a video of 
students expressing their tuition concerns for 
the Board of Trustees as SGA had done in past 
years. SGA has not made any plans to con­
front the recent $998 tuition increase.
Class of 2001 Representative Caroline 
Corayer asked the presidential candidates 
about their schedules and how much time they 
can devote to SGA. Houston said her SOULS 
commitments are flexible. Corayer addressed 
DeMiles’ drive to focus on senior events, asking 
if he will still participate if not elected. “We 
need to make sure seniorweek is great,” DeMiles 
said, acknowledging that he will continue with 
his plans regardless of the election results.
In response to a Joi/rwi/question asking 
how SGA can establish a checks and balances 
system to protect students’ funds from theft, 
Ciccia acknowledged former SGA President 
Jason Borneo’s embezzlement of over $ 1,600 
in student funds through an illegal ATM card,
SGA SPEECHES
continued on Page 15
Attention Graduating Seniors!!
Applications for Student 
Commencement Speaker 2001
are now available in the;
Dean of Students Office, Ridgeway 3rd floor
&
Student Activities Office, Donahue 5th floor
Deadline to submit application is: 
4:00 p.m.^ Friday, March 23, 2001
If you have questions, please caU 
the Dean of Students Office 
at 573-8239
The ^hefolh Johbhal Wednesday, February 28, 2001
Director John Herzfeld has promising future
By Gillian Reagan 
Journal Staff
John Herzfeld shook hands firmly and 
smiled lasrTiiesday in a Ritz Carlton meeting 
room, emitting an Italian, familial charisma 
thatwas charming and comforting. Herzfeld is 
well on the road to becoming an'fmpressive 
and talented film director as seen in his recent 
release “15 Minutes.”
John Herzfeld first began his career at the 
University of Miami in Florida, where he was 
involved in the drama and philosophy depart­
ment. A writer since grade school, he acquired 
his experience by writing plays to be produced 
on campus.
“I’m a firm believer in this: rather than gain 
allyour experience from watching other mov­
ies and letting that be the thing that stimulates 
you and inspire you, 1 say, live your life as full 
as you can, especially when you’re young,” he 
said.
After dropping out of school, he was of­
fered the opportunity to write and direct an 
after-school special on network television. 
Stoned The short afternoon film was nomi­
nated for six Emmys and received one for the 
direction.
After the success of Stoned, Herzfeld con­
tinued in the TV genre by writing and directing 
the TV movie “Casualties of Love: The Long 
Island Lolita Story” in 1993. He also directed 
“Don King: Only in America” in 1997 and 
involved himself in other television produc­
tions.
Herzfeld’s stepped into the limelight in 
1996 with the release of “2 Days in the Valley,” 
an independent film mixing crime, drama and 
dark humor. Written and directed by Herzfeld, 
the tense action scenes and smart dialouge were 
critically recognized.
Herzfeld’s most recent release is the highly 
anticipated feature film, “15 Minutes.” He 
wrote the script several years ago inspired by 
the rise of reality television and media propa­
ganda. With the adventurous mix of action, 
drama and comedy of the script, movie pro­
duction studios were hesitant to pick up the 
film. Studios questioned Herzfeld’s themes in 
the script. They would ask him, ‘“Is this a 
thriller or is this a satire and what’s all of this 
comedy in the middle of it?’ I’d say, ‘Well, that’s 
just what it is.’...Every two years I’d send it 
around and the studios wouldn’tget it. Then 
I did ‘Two Days in the Valley’ in 1995 and 
‘Don King’s Only in America.’ Both of them 
had an abrtipt shift in tone. When I handed 
the script to New Line, they were familiar with 
those other two movies and they got it. They 
said, ‘Okay, it’s a satire, it’s a thriller, it’s fresh, 
lets do it.’”
“15 Minutes” takes place in New York City, 
chronicling the story of two cops trying to solve 
a double homicide conducted by two foreign 
murderers. The media icons follow the violent 
story, willing to put anything on their tabloid 
television shows for ratings. “Here is the ques­
tion I want to raise; ‘Is the media fulfilling the
Photo courtesy of New Line Cinema/Philip V. Caruso 
Director/writer/producer John Herzfeld (center) directs Robert De Niro 
(left) and Edward Burns in the new crime drama "15 Minutes."
public’s appetite for violent stories or are they 
encouraging them? I’m saying, ‘How far is it 
going to go?’ and ‘Where is the moral respon­
sibility of the media of how far you go?’”
Robert De Niro plays detective Eddie 
Flemming, keeping close contact with the me­
dia while solving high-profile crimes. Young 
arson investigator Jordy Warsaw, played by 
Edward Burns, meets the famed Flemming 
while they both search the crime scenes. “I 
wanted that father-son-mentor protegees rela­
tionship,” says Herzfeld, discussing the casting 
of De Niro and Burns. Herzfeld was ecstatic to
get De Niro for the role. “He’s terrific. He’s a 
great guy and an amazingly generous actor. He 
elevates everyone’s performance around him.”
The plot also circles around the fame­
seeking murderers, Emil Slovak, played by 
Karel Roden, and Oleg Razgul, played by Oleg 
Taktrov. The killers began to film the carnage 
they caused, determined to get money and 
celebrity with the video. “Part of the movie is 
real action has real consequences. I want to
HERZFELD
continued on Page 6
Suffolk Theatre succeeds with Play it Again,Sam
By Karolina Stefanski 
Journal Staff
It was a trip back to the ‘60s, when high- 
heeled boots and dark eye make-up with glossy 
clear lips was fashion.
Last week, the Suffolk Studio Theatre group 
presented Play it Again Sam, a satire of pop 
culture from the ‘30s through the ‘60s. This 
comedy was first introduced as a srage produc­
tion by Woody Allen and later became a 
famous movie.
It is set in 1968 when America’s sexual 
revolution was in full swing and many people 
were trying to fir into the new scene. The play’s 
protagonist, Allan, wants to know the secret of
this new culture and be able to find a new love 
after his wife divorced him.
Bur, Allan is unsure how to fit in. Being 
more connected with the movies than with real 
life, he nies to find an answer in moviesand film 
noir heroes like Humphrey Bogart, who in 
Allan’s eyes is the coolest guy ever.
Fulfilling Allan’s fantasies, the spirit of 
Humphery Bogart gives him hints about love 
and honor. With Bogart at his side, Allan flirts 
with girl after girl while learning how to be 
“cool” so he can find his mate.
When I heard that this was the first full- 
length Suffolk Student Theatre production 
directed and designed by one of our Suffolk 
students, Ashley Smith. Using the film noir
genre to inspire her production. Smith pre­
sented an unforgettable show at the Suffolk 
Studio Theatre.
Together with her team of 30 fantastic 
performers and crew. Smith dazzled the audi­
ence withbeautiful sets, lively scenes, and well- 
planned direction. The unique ‘60s style 
brotight the stage to life and set the tone for a 
fun night.
Allan, performed by Nael Nacer, and his 
best friend’s wife, Linda, performed byjennie- 
Leigh Simmons, played their roles with enthu­
siasm. I could see the extent of their prepara­
tion and could feel the passion in their portray­
als. Both actors perfectly matched the look of 
their characters.
Temple Worrell, playing Humphery 
Bogart, displayed a coolness that made his 
character outstanding. Applause also to 
Nicholas Alexander, portraying Dick, who 
captured the busy, stressful nature of his char­
acter. I thoroughly enjoyed the entire perfor­
mance and was nicely surprised by the fact that 
this production was directed by one of our 
Suffolk students.
With the commitment that they have 
showed so far this semester, Suffolk Theatre is 
ready to gain more attention and impress 
larger audiences. If the group can continue to 
work as well as they did on Saturday night, we 
will look forward to more enjoyable entertain­
ment in the future.
Pat McGee Band are dedicated to their fans
By Valerie Cwiekowski 
Journal Contributor
Sin’ce the formation of the Pat McGee 
Band in 1996, they’ve only taken two weeks 
off. To qtiote one of their songs, it has been “all 
about the passion.”
The band, out of Richmond, Virginia, 
plays 270 shows a year. According to Pat 
McGee, lead singer and guitarist, “We play 
every city, in every state, three times a year.” 
With the release of their first record. Shine, off 
the Giant/Warner label in April, things have 
become even busier for the band.
The way of the road has been the Pat 
McGee Band’s plan since day one, and to their 
fans delight, the band has no plans of slowing 
down anytime soon.
The sextet has an eclectic mbc of rock and 
grassroots music that produces a sound unlike
any other act on the market today. Consisting 
-of Chardy McEwan on percussion, Chris 
Williams on drums, John Small on bass guitar, 
Jonathan Williams on piano, keyboard, and 
vocals, McGee on vocals, acoustic and electric 
guitar, and newcomer Brian Fechino on elec­
tric guitar, critics liken the band to a classic 
modern day rock band, ala the RollingStones 
and the Eagles of the 1970s. McGee says this 
was his intention from thevery beginning. “I 
always knew I wanted a six-piece...and I’ve 
always said we’re more like a modern classic 
rockband. And yes, we do some jamming, bur 
we don’t rely on it, for that’s not what we’re 
trying to do. We’re trying to focus on the 
songs, and let the jams be part of the songs, and 
not the other way around.”
Through extensive touring, the band built 
a huge fan base on the east coast. Their music 
has spread like wildfire all over the country. Tlrey
sold their first two independent CDs, Revel 
and General Admission, at shows, and the 
CDs have collectively sold over 100,000 cop­
ies.
Par McGee Band allows their shows to be 
recorded, similar to the actions of the Grateful 
Dead and the Dave Matthews Band, and this 
has allowed the band’s music to be spread 
from coast to coast. For years, they’ve been 
filling up venue after venue, playing in such 
prestigious clubs such as the Paradise and 
Avalon in Boston, Irving Plaza in New York 
City, the Theater ofLiving Arts in Philadelphia 
and the Floodzone andTrax in Charlottesville, 
Virginia.
Finally, afteryears of hard work, the music 
industry is beginning to take notice of the Pat 
McGee Band. The band signed with Giant/ 
Warner records in early 1999, and by the end 
of the year they wrapped up the album with
famed producer Jerry Harrison. McGee says: 
“He [Harrison] was very laid back...he’d listen 
to us play, and about 30 seconds into the song, 
he’dstopand say‘try this’or‘this sounds good, 
keep this’. It’s whatyou call pre-production, 
and this is where he really guided us.”
Shine was released in April, 2000, and 
received glowing reviews from critics. Radio 
stations instantly warmed to the band’s first 
single off the album, “Runaway.” “Runaway” 
crept up the charts before the company de­
cided to switchgears and release the next single 
off the album, “Rebecca.” McGee says, “In this 
business, we spend this much money on that, 
this much money on that to promote them 
[songs]. And you don’t want to blow allyour
PAT MCGEE
contimied on Page 6
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Kings of Nuthin’ Get 
Busy \N\th first album
By Kurt Erickson 
Journal Staff
Get Busy Livin ’orGetBusyDyin,’ the Kings 
of Nuthin’ debut EP, has rumbled into the 
stores and the streets, on a new label out of 
Salem MA, Reckloose records.
I firstran into the Kingsof Nuthin’ this past 
summer atT.T. the Bears, and what a mark was 
made. With seven people on the stage includ­
ing a pianist, upright bass player and wash­
board player, I knew that 1 was in for either a 
good time or a catastrophe. The Kings of 
Nuthin’ did not disappoint me at all. In fact, 
it was the best band that I saw all summer.
These Boston rock-a-billy greecers who 
crank it up to eleven to create a sound known 
as psycho-billy and put on one damn good 
show. How can you not enjoy a muscician’s 
performance if they are lighting their equip­
ment on fire (while playing 1 might add)? At the 
end of the set, singer Torr Skoog announced 
that they were looking for a label to put out 
their album. 1 thought to myself, who in their 
right mind would not jump at the chance to 
put this record our?
Six months later, with much anticipation, 
the Get Busy Livin ’ or Get Busy 'has
€ , *
Photo Courtesy of 3000 Miles Productions/Alan Markfield 
Kevin Costner (center), Kurt Russell (right) and Christian Slater star in the 
dissappointing action movie, "3,000 Miles to Graceland."
Chris Rock’s “Down to 
Earth” is no “Heaven”
By Jorge Lopes 
Journal Contributor
“Down to Earth’’ is Chris Rock’sremake of 
Elaine May’s Oscar-nominated 1978 screen­
play for “Heaven Can Wait.” Even though 
Rock enlisted the help of Elaine May, the 
remake does not give jtistice to the original and 
may end up a box office flop.
Rock’s version attempted to put a comedic 
spin to the story line
H'en/ic for “Heaven Can 
Wait.” The original 
plot remained some­
' what intact with the 
exception of minor changes.
In “Heaven Can Wait,” the main character 
was a football player with a dream to play one 
last game. In “Down to Earth,” the protago­
nist is a lousy comicwith a dream tobring down 
the house at the Apollo Theatre’s last amateur 
night before the theater closes down.
“ Down to Earth” has several subplots. Tliere
is the love affair between Wellington’s wife, 
played byjennifer Coolidge and Sklar, played 
by Greg Germann and the murderous plot 
against the rich millionaire Wellington.
However, the plot line mostly focused on 
the bizarre love story between Sontee, played 
by Regina King and Lance Barton, played by 
Chris Rock.
The writers make Barton and Sontee in­
stantaneously fall in love, Lance is struck by the 
love-at-first-sight syndrome and Sontee is per­
suaded into love through cheap romance tac­
tics.
Barton rode his bike through a red light 
because he was enchanted and distracted by 
the physical appearance ofSontee. He was hit 
by a truck and died.
Barron is returned to earth by Mr. King 
(Chazz Palminteri), an angel who manages 
heaven, after it has been determined that 
Barton was mistakenly taken before his time.
DOWN TO EARTH
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finally arrived. Although this record can’t even 
touch the enjoyment of their live performance, 
it is still solid. .
As far as quality goes, the record is better 
than 1 expected. I could not really hear the 
washboard, but the sax, piano, drums, guitar 
and vocals were all there and were in very good 
balance.
As far as substance goes, the whole CD is a 
toe-tapping-hand-clapping-finger-snapping 
good time. Front man Torr Skoog delivers his 
lyrics of bad luck and lost love with a raspy voice 
similar to that of Dicky Barrets from the 
Mighty Mighty Bosstones.
The lyrics are the driving force of this 
record. If you are into the born-to-lose-live-to- 
win attitude in vein of Social Distortion or 
Motorhead, you will dig this album. Lyrics 
from the title track such as, “I’ve been down 
and out, I often feel left out, my luck never 
seems to last. I often lose whatever 1 got, which 
never seems to be a lot 1 cant find a reason to 
get out of bed...” demonstrate this idea.
If you are having a bad day, month or life 
these lyrics, along with instrumental hooks, will 
pull you in. They make you snap along to the 
music as you cruise down the street in your hot 






I’d like to be able to say that “Other Side of 
Hope” or “Get Busy Livin’ or Get Busy Dyin’” 
where my favorite tunes but when it comes 
down to it all the songs on this record have 
equal quality. Good guitar riffs, classic upright 
bass playing and the added pleasure of piano 
and sax make a very full sound. It is good to
see that a Boston band can emerge with a pure 
rock album in a town dominated by metal.
1 think that the Kings of N tithin’ can appeal 
to those who want pop, and those who want 
that hardened edge. This is a rock and roll 
record for rock and roll people. Buy the 
record and see them live.
Acting and direction 
are blundered in “3,000 
Miles to Graceland”
By Nick Gehring 
Daily Kent Stater
A black member (surprise) is killed while 
escaping. Because he dies, a problem arises with 
dividing the loot. Ultimately, Murphy betrays 
his friends and kills them, running to where the 
money is stashed. '
But M ichael did not die. A bulletproof vest 
protected him. He grabs the loot before 
Murphy and heads toward Canada. However, 
Murphy is only a step behind him, anticipating 
hiseverymove.
Alongside Michael is the misguided Cybil 
(Courtney Cox) and her kleptomaniac son 
Jesse (David Kaye). Michael and Cybil fall in 
love after a little wrestling under the bed sheets, 
yet struggle with each other’s presence. She has 
dreams, and hedoesn’twantcomplication in 
his life. (Robbing a casino apparently isn’t 
complication.) Together, they run from 
Murphy.
Expectations for an action movie are simple. 
If a director puts together an action movie that 
has lots of explosions, fist fights, blood, guts, 
gunfire, a sense of fun and a decently fast-paced 
plot, he should easily have a box office winner. 
“3000 Miles” fails in this area.
I want blood! I want explosions! 1 want a 
plot with a sense of fun!
Tire movie’s heist scene promised lots of this 
for the rest of the movie, but there was no 
delivery. Except for book-ending it with two 
big action scenes, director Demian Lichtenstein
does little to move the movie forward in the 
long middle.
Sure, there’s the inane relationship be­
tween Cybil and Michael and some interaction 
with the brat Jesse, but little happens that 
anyone could want to remember. One would 
expect the director to develop his characters as 
the movie moves along, but Lichtenstein does 
not.
What were you thinking, Kevin Costner? 
Costner recently pulled himself out of a string 
of bad movies with his performance in Thir­
teen Days. Now he throws his great acting 
talents into this movie. His role is a prototype 
bad guy. No fun, nothing new. Mr. Costner, 
please fire your agent!
As odd as it may sound, I often confused 
Murphy and Michael with one another. Both 
Kurt Russell and Kevin Costner have similar 
Elvis-like features and are “bad guys. ” (Murphy 
is the bad-bad guy, the antagonist of Michael, 
if you will.) I often confused them in separate 
scenes they were in because the plot plodded 
along so slowly in the middle, and I really did 
not care about either of them.
Tliis is film director Lichtenstein’s first major 
film. He is best known in Hollywood for direct­
ing music videos for Eric Clapton, Sting, Queen 
Latifah, ErikB. and Cypress Hill. If 1 were to 
give him a homework assignment, 1 would tell 
him towatchjohp Woo’s Broken Arrow and 
Face/Off for inspiration on directing a good 
action movie. He failed the test.
“3000 Miles to Graceland” is 3000 miles 
too long.
Like movies, music or theater? 
Write reviews for the Joumall 
Email sufrolkjournal@hotmail.com 
or call 573-8323 for more information
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American Paintings
“The Wall: Images and Offer­
ings from the Vietnam Memorial” 
including works by Sal Lopes and 
“Selections of Contemporary 
Vietnamese Art” from the David 
and Jean Thomas Collection will be 
displayed at the Danforth Museum 
of Art, 123 Union Ave in 
Framingham. The art will be on 
display till Feb. 28. Cost A$2 for 
college students. Call the Danforth 




Mein Herz Schwimmt im Blut, and 
BWV 82, Ich habe Genug with 
Lorraine Hunt Lieberson, mezzo 
presented by director Peter Sellars 
and conductor Craig Smith at the 
Emerson Majestic Theatre at 219 
Tremont St.
Preformance will be held on 
Wed. Feb. 28 at 8:00 p.m. Cost is 
$15-$45. Call the Emerson Majes­
tic Theatre at 617-824-8000for 
more information.
Gus Solomon
A free conversation with the dancer/ 
choreographer Gus Solomon will be 
held on March 1 at the T-club Lounge, 
DuPont Athletic Center at 617-253­
8089 for more information.
Will & Company
On Mar. 1, cabaret artist Will 
McMillan with songwriter Barbara 
Baig and singer/actress Valerie 
Sneade. Series will showcase 
emerging songwriters at the Cam­
bridge Center for Adult Education at 
56 Brattle St. in Harvard Square at 
8:00p.m. Cost is $12. Call 617-547­
6789 for more information.
Boston Baroque
On Mar. 1 and Mar. 3 at 8:00 
p.m., Martin Pearlman conducts 
Mozart’s Requiem with tenor John 
Aler, soprano Sharon Baker, mezzo 
Deanne Meek and bass-baritone 
Kevin Deas at Jordan Hall at the 
New England Conservatory, 30 
Gainsborough St. in Boston. A pre­
concert talk will be held at 6:45 p.m. 
Tickets are $19-$48. Call 617-585­
1122 for more information.
Festival Jazz Ensemble
On March 3, the world premiere 
of a piece by Guillermo Klein for 
jazz ensemble and string orchestra 
with works by Mingus and Nelson 
will be presented at the M.l.T.
Kresge Auditorium at 44 Mass. Ave 
in Cambridge. There will be a pre­
concert talk by Fred Harris at 7:00 
p.m. and the show will begin at 8:00 
p.m. Cost is $2. Call 617-253-7791 
for more information.
Beyond Therapy
Beyond Therapy: Christopher 
Durang comedy presented by the 
Delvena Theatre Company will be 
presented at the Boston Center for 
the Artsat 539 Tremont St. Perfor­
mances will be held Wed.-Sun. till 
March 11. Tickets are $15 for 
students. Call the Boston Center for 
the Arts for more information at 617­
585-1122.
Follies
“Follies ” is a theatrical production 
presented at the Turtle Lane Play­
house at 283 Melrose St. in Newton. 
It is set the early 1970s while the
Wesimann Theatre in. New York 
is about'to be demolished. Before 
the wrecking ball transforms the 
theatre into a parking lot, a reunion 
is taking place for members of the 
Weismann Follies. As the evening 
goes on, the former performers 
relive many of their past experi­
ences, both good and bad. Sally, a 
former Follie, meets the man she’s 
always loved, Ben, and the two 
middle-aged people end up kissing. 
However, by the end of the night, 
they each go back to their respec­
tive spouses and the various Follies 
continue on with their lives. Cost is 
$15 for students. Performances 
will run till Mar. 18. Call the 
Turtle Lane Playhouse at 617-244­
0169 for more information.
Peace Corps
Help celebrate the 40th Anniver­
sary of the Peace Corps at the John 
F. Kennedy Library and Museum at 
Smith Hall, Columbia Point in Bostoi 
on Mar. 3 from 2:30-4:30. For 
reservations call 617-929-4571.
News From
the Financial Aid Office
Suffolk University was recently awarded $75,000 for the Common­
wealth Futures Program. The program is open to undergraduate 
and graduate students with need who are majoring in one of the
following areas:
Computer Science Engineering Biology/Life Sciences 
Mathematics Physical Science
Both residents and non-residents of Massachusetts can be consid­
ered for this program. In return for each grant (up to $3 000), the recipi­
ent must agree to maintain residency AND employment in Massachu­
setts, for one year, for each year of grant assistance received. 
Students interested in this program should submit a written request for 
consideration to the Aid Office. You can email arequestto: 
Finaid@.admin.suffolk.edu
The Beacon Hill Civic Association: This program offers two $2500 
scholarships to undergraduate or graduate students who have a 
significant connection to the Beacon Hill neighborhood and who have 
participated in, and recognize the importance of, community service 
on Beacon Hill or elsewhere in the city of Boston. Application 
deadline is March 15 and applications are available in the Financial 
' Aid Office.
The Financial Aid Office has new hours of operation. While classes 
are in session during the fall and spring semesters the office is open:
Monday through Thursday 8:45a.m. to 6:00p.m.
Friday 8:45a.m. to 3:00p.m.
■ HERZFELD
continued from Page 4
really get into what violence is about in Ameri­
can movies.” The direction cuts between the 
video from the murderers and Herzfeld’s film. 
Herzfeld simply handed Razgul a digital video 
camera and allowed him to direct all of the 
photography. “Whatyou saw on the screen is 
exactly what was shot on that Sony High-8 
Camera, and I just transferred it to film... I can 
give him credit at the end of the movie. He got 
really into it.” Herzfeld brought in real-life 
people to ensure the accuracy of the film. 
Criminal attorney Bruce Cutler played himself 
in the movie and gave Herzfeld suggestions on 
the script. “I really believe; go to the source and
you’ll keep it truthful. So we always had an 
arson investigator and a homicide investigator 
in all the scenes.”
Herzfeld wanted to intentionally shock the 
audience and approach media and judiciary 
issues, but he doesn’t promote violence in the 
media. “I hope my movie always remains a 
satire and never reality.”
With great actors such as De Niro, “15 
Minutes” is sure to be a box office hit. With his 
talents and optimistic views, Herzfeld looks 
forward to the future.
“Whatever you want to do, especially if it’s 
in film, and someone says, ‘No,’ they’re wrong. 
Because there are no rules in my business,” he 
concluded.
■ DOWN TO EARTH
continued from Page 5
Barton accepts the only body that is avail­
able to him at the time, which is that of Mr. 
Wellington, placing him in the position to help 
the women he fell head over-heels for. Thus, 
leaving theatergoers with the question, “what 
makes you think she’ll be attracted to a 60-ish 
year old man?”
The highlight of the movie occurs halfway 
through the film, when Barton is performing 
at an ethnic comedy show while occupying the
body of Mr. Wellington. The directors of the 
film reminded the audience that the black 
Barton was inside a Caucasian man’s body by 
cutting back and froth from Barton to 
Wellington as the cultural jokes rolled, point­
ing out the differences between the two cul­
tures. These jokes enraged the audience in the 
film and gave theatergoers two jokes in one.
Although Rock’s jokes began with what 
could be classified as a classic “Chris Rock 
jokes” they did not deliver with the proper 
punch lines. Tlie rest of the film drags on with 
bland comedy.
■ PAT MCGEE
continued from Page 4 '
money on one or another, so we pulled back 
on “Runaway” and wentwith “Rebecca” - and 
now it’s doing really well.”
The new year and the new single have 
brought the band increased national atten­
tion. While 2001 is only two months old, the 
band has already made their national televi­
sion appearance on the Late Late Show with
Craig Kilborn, debuted a single in the top ten, 
and was personally chosen by former Presi­
dent Bill Clinton to play for himself and his 
staff of 1500 people at a farewell party for the 
administration.
Ctirrently, the band is headlining shows 
across the east and doing a number of shows 
with Vertical Horizon. They chose thewayof 
the road, the only way they know, and it seems 
as though the band’s passion and immense 
talent is finally beginning to pay off.
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Bill’s Bar 
Syndrome X - Feb. 28 
Goatwhore - Mar. 19 
Drop Kick Jesus - Mar. 29 
MU330 - Mar. 7
Avalon
Xzibit - Mar. 8 
Dropkick Murphys - Mar. 17 
Eve 6 - Mar. 23
Axis ^
Grand Theft Auto - Mar. 3 
Alice Deejay - Mar. 8
Orpheum Theatre
moe - Mar. 3 





The Panda Squad 
Sharky’s Machine 
Mar. 26
Moore shares her 
passion with Suffolk
By Karolina Stefanski 
Journal Staff
Noted singer Melba Moore urged Suffolk 
students to follow their dreamsTuesday, shar­
ing her life’s story with a small crowd in the C. 
Walsh Theatre.
Moore has performed in “Les Miserables” 
and other musicals, acted in a one-woman 
Broadway play, and recently completed her 
autobiography, “Sentenced roSing.”
Moore began her presentation by singing a 
song she recently wrote. She amazed the audi­
ence with her outstanding voice, singing about 
the hardships of African-Americans and their 
struggles to overcome them. Moore’s passion 
for music expressed her love for people that she 
sang about, and she got an enthusiastic re­
sponse from the audience.
Her parents were successful musicians and 
her stepfather, Clem Moorman, inspired 
Moore to pursue a career in music. She shared 
her personal struggle to escape a controlling 
husband and reunite with her daughter, draw­
ing upon her religious faith and her determi­
nation to realize her dreams.
Moore was critical of many contemporary 
musicians for their violent imagery and de­
structive lyrics. The Bible gave Moore the faith 
to believe in her dreams and the strength to 
follow them. “To have a dream means to have 
faith,’’ Moore said. In addition, she says, dreams 
“inspire people, bless people, and give joy to 
people.”
Moore encouraged everybody to take the 
opportunity to teach others by setting positive 
examples and being a good role model. Moore 
started the Melba Moore Foundation for 
children to help address issues of child abuse, 
neglect and illiteracy.
Moore said “Music is the barrier breaker,” 
helping us to care about others and make our 
dreams come true.
Comedy and humor are also powerful 
tools to set the spirit free, Moore believes, 
adding that she loves to express herself with 
music. She wants to show people that her 
dreantbecame trueand that everybody’s dream 
can become true if we believe in faith and 
pursue our dreams.
Wanted: Reporters, reviewers 
and photographers and all 
students with a clue.
Join the Journal.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS
Come listen to the candidates speak!





1:30 - 3:00 pm
Wed., Feb. 28
Sawyer Lobby 
10:00 - 2:00 pm
Thurs, Mar. 1
Donahue Lobby 
10:00 - 3:00 pm
NESADSU Lobby 
1 2:00 - 2:00 pm
Don’t forget to vote! But remember, bring your Suffolk ID - it’s a must!
MEET THE CANDIDATES: Class of 2002 Class of 2003
Positions available for each class Jimmy A. Demiles, President Mike Spooner, President
1 President Bryanna Houston, President Vice President - NO CANDIDATE
1 Vice President Shelly Ciccia, Vice President Kim Duca, Rep





Joseph Dizoglio, President 
Cheryl Cote, Vice President 
John Homes, Rep
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Opinions and Editorials
Some trends at 
Suffolk should 
come to an end
by Megan Matteucci and Alisha Cox
After years of writing bitter editorials rallying for change at Suffolk, the 
Sii/'/b/kJoiima/stafdins finally been heard. Last week, Caroline Corayer, 
a member of the /ot/r/ta/staff and Class of2001 Representative, denounced 
the Student Government Association for their foolishness in turning down 
the spring concert. On Thursday, SGA took the Joiimnl’s-words to heart 
and allocated the concert committee the money they petitioned for. SGA 
finally realized the Joiiainlis right. Hoping the power of the press will rub 
off on the rest of the university, we decided to compile a little wish list of things 
the /o(/nj,7/has stumbled upon over the years. It is a compliation of things 
that we have picked up over the years. We hope we can finally see them come 
to an end. ,
• Last week’s SGA meeting was one of the first times in Suffolk’s history 
when the elected officials actually thought about the student body, rather 
than themselves. Their decision followed a long line of events that have 
benefited a select few, ma inly SGA members and their friends. However, the 
spring concert will draw a crowd of students not usually seen at the typical 
Suffolk event. SGA’s job is to represent the entire Suffolk community and 
act in their best interest. It is surprising that SGA has done their job for once, 
even if it took three meetings and much deliberation. SGA, in an attempt 
to remain in favor with the Suffolk community, abandoned their beliefs last 
week. With future events coming before SGA for funding, hopefully our 
elected representatives will remember their foolishness and vote for the 
community. The students who actually take time out of their busy schedule 
to vote deserve leaders who think of someone other than themselves. This 
should not be too much to ask for.
• TheSuffolkJournaI\\'AS never received such an outpouring of student 
reactions in the past, except for when we trashed a student theater produc­
tion. The Journal is an outlet for students to voice their concerns and 
opinions. Our publication should not be a venting ground for students who 
are unwilling to stand behind their beliefs. Just like SGA changing their vote 
in the face of opposition, student writers should nor be afraid of public 
scrutiny. College is supposed to be a safe haven for students to grow up and 
mature into adults with a solid backbone. Each week, the yo(/r;j;?/staff rams 
its readers with opinions that are hardly ever popular. Yet we pride ourselves 
on not retracting our beliefs in the following issue. We realize we are not 
perfect and have admitted our factual mistakes in the past, but our opinions 
remain solid. While we want our readers to share their opinions, we hope 
in the future that they will not lose sight of their beliefs. For those who disagree 
with us, at least do so with dignity. Do not be afraid to staird up for what 
you believe in.
• After stealing over $ 1,600 in university funds from SGA in the form 
of illegal ATM withdrawals, former SGA President Jason Borneo has 
applied to be commencement speaker. It is one thing for the university to not 
take legal action against Borneo (it has been 161 days and Borneo is still not 
punished), but it is another to honor him at commencement. Hundreds of 
parents, students, faculty members and members of the community will 
show up to celebrate the students who have worked hard to complete their 
academic careers diligently and honestly. I guarantee it will be a bad PR move 
for Suffolk to commemorate a thief as commencement speaker. It’s bad 
enough that the administration allows Borneo to represent Suffolk at 
FallFest and other theater events, but to allow him to conclude so many 
students’ careers would be horrific. Do you really want to wrap up over four 
momentous years of your life after paying thousands of dollars with the 
closing remarks from a no-good thug?
• Last week, the /ot/r/2,;/interviewed many students concerning how their 
student activities fee is spent, only to discover an outpouring of apathy and 
hostility. Students complained about everything from lame events to ones 
targeted at a select crowd. Though students objected, they were unaware of 
how easy it is to start an organization that would suit their needs. Only ten 
people and a clue are needed to form a club. If students can actually get 
university funds to payfortheirski trips, then why can’tsnidents find a more 
productive use for their hard-earned dollars? If you are tired of the same Red 
Sox games and formal balls eating upyour $80, then go to SGA and propose 
a real event. The worst they can do is laugh at you or vote to not vote on your 
event. Butweguarantee that the trip to the SGA meeting will provide more 
entertainment than any event we’ve seen so far this year.
So before Borneo attempts to steal the limelight of your gradtiation and 
SGA squanders some more student funds, realize that every student’s 
opinion counts. Take the /of/r/j/j/kadvice and make something out of your 
sentence here at Suffolk. And ifyou’re not planning on heading to the spring 
concert, at least try to get on a university-chartered flight to Jamaica.
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Letters to the Editor
Class of2002 president responds to 
last week’s “SGA stalls concert”
Dear Suffolk Journal,
I am writing this letter in response 
to the way I was quoted in last week’s 
article, “SGA stalls concert.” The 
article misquoted me, and I fear that 
it may have led readers to assume 
that I opposed the concert.
Let me start by saying that I am for 
the concert. I was not opposed to the 
ends (giving them the hinding for the 
concert), but rather I was opposed 
to the means Student Government 
Association was going to take to reach 
those ends, which I believed was un- 
constimtional.
When reflecting on the meeting 
from which the article was written, I 
recall myself continuously moving to 
reconsider the vote. I was doing this 
so thatSGA would be able to re-vote 
on the standing allocation, this time 
allowing all members who were ab­
sent from the meeting on Feb. 13 
(when the original vote took place).
to cast their vote. I was hoping that 
we could simply re-vote during the 
meeting on Feb. 20.
While I am for the concert, I am 
also for following the SGA constitu­
tion, which we are bound to do. 
Voting for a second time on the same 
allocation, for the same event, after 
the first vote failed, will set a bad 
precedent.
I never said that it will set a bad 
precedent to vote yes on the concert. 
What I said, was that it will set a bad 
precedent ifwe take a whole new vote 
on the allocation. That is what I was 
opposed to.
What I had wanted to do was re­
consider the current allocation, 
which Would have been the constim- 
tional way to give the committee the 
funding they were requesting.
JimDeMiles
Class of 2002 President




The events of SGA on Feb. 20 
were both confusing and frustrating 
for not only the guests, but also for 
its members.
Like any other elected body, SGA 
is required to follow certain guide­
lines. Sometimes, these guidelines do 
not include an issue that has come 
before the board. Therefore, we must 
continue on cautiously as not to set 
a bad precedent.
In the case of this past week, many 
members wanted to do the right 
thing, while still following the guide­
lines. Though it has been portrayed 
that nothing productive came from 
that meeting, I would like to share
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Napster ruling comes as no suprise to music fans
by Jeremiah Pond
■ In a decision riiat shocked only the most 
naive music fans across the world, the United 
States 9th Circuit Court, based in San Fran­
cisco, levied an injunction aga inst Napster, the 
digital music forum that allows users to swap 
music files called MP3s.Tlie charges against the 
company were about the proliferation of copy­
righted musical tracks on the service.
The court modified an earlier ruling that 
the recording industry as represented by the 
Recording Industry Association of 
Americamust specify which copyrighted mate­
rial they are suing over. This would be a 
difficult task as the service regularly has hun­
dreds of thousands of songs, many'bf which 
are in fact copyrighted.
Napster works by connecting users to one 
another rather than a central database. The 
song files do not exist on Napster’s servers at all, 
but rather on the hard drives of each of the 
millions of Napster users.
Companies that provide Internet access or 
services are protected from prosecution based 
on the actions of their users by the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act. Tliis actwas passed 
in order to protect Internet Service Providers 
from litigation when their individual members 
use the Internet to commit crimes.
During the mid-1990s Congress tried and 
failed to pass legislation that would actually 
make ISPs responsible for each member’s indi-
vidualactions,butitwas _________________
eventually realized this 
would severely limit the 
average person’s access 
to the Internet by driv­
ing access fees through 
the roof.
So what the record­
ing indtistry is asking, in
essence, is that the ser- --------------------------
vice should be held liable for some illegal 
actions taken by its users. That is like telling 
Ford they are responsible for every rime some­
one drinks and drives one of their cars, or more 
aptly every time a Ford is used to exchange 
illegal commodities like weapons or drugs. 
Obviously, no one would even think to suggest 
something so outlandish because Ford is an 
established blue chip company with lobbyists 
and high paid lawyers to protect their own 
interests.
Napster, created by a college drop our from 
Northeastern University, was built from the 
ground up by sheer innovation. The music 
industry recognizes that digital music distribu­
tion is a threat to their monopoly over music 
and a way for artists to break the stranglehold 
of major label distribution.
Many artists have applauded Napster and 
the variety of similar sert’ices, which are begin­
ning to crop up to fill the imminentvoid. Limp 
____________________  BizkitandCypress Hill
The real issue at stake is m™ g™»r"wo,"
CONTROL OVER THE ARTISTS sponsored by Napster
AND KEEPING A MONOPOLY
OVER ALE MUSIC DISTRIBUTION and Napster picked up
IN THIS COUNTRY. [a- e'plblidty'''"" "
------------------------------- Recently, Tlie Dave
Matthews Band used Napster to help promote 
its newest album “Everyday” by making legal 
high quality digital copies of its first single 
available for download.
In fact, artists who have spoken outvehe- 
mentlyagainst Napster, such as Metallica, have 
been hurt by negative fan reactions and bad 
press calling them greedy.
While the RIAA continues to lament the 
loss of revenue they believe that Napster and 
other forms of digital distribution will cause, 
it is interesting to note that sales of compact 
discs continue to climb. All this is happening 
even in a time when popular music can be 
called lackluster or uninspired at best. So they 
shouldn’tbe worried about MP3s cutting into 
CD sales, because it just isn’t happening.
The real issue at stake is control over the
artists and keeping a monopoly over all music 
distribution in this country. Artists typically 
are forced into unfair contracts early in their 
career, which profit the record companies at 
the band’s expense. With a new means of 
distributing music in place this process could 
be circumvented. This is what is at the heart of 
the Napster controversy. It is big business 
versus the artists and the consumers.
If the RIAA were truly worried about sim­
ply losing some revenues from sales, they would 
accept Napster’s $ 1 billion structured settle­
ment that will result in the creation of a tee- 
based service. In addition to the billion dollars 
offered at the onset of this partnership, Napster 
promises to create a secure system by summer 
and will pay over $200 million per year to both 
major and minor labels for rights to use their 
copyrighted material.
N apster will most likely be dismantled in the 
coming months, and in its place will rise a host 
of new peer-to-peer based services that do not 
even have a central database to keep track of 
users or security to enact a pay service.
The industry’ is shooting itself in the foot 
right now by battling the only version of digital 
distribution which they can profit from. No 
one is going to stop trading MP3s; nothing can 
halt the progress of technology and the ano­
nymity of the Internet that makes this a wide­
spread phenomenon.
Defending the lost glory of old dorm days
by Missy Beecher
Welcome to “college culture” seen through 
the eyes of a “mutant rug rat from hell.” I am 
a night-showering, “grade-z-brand-cereal-eat- 
ing,” beer-drinking college student that actu­
ally lived at 150 Tremont Street and remem­
bers it fondly.
Now I don’t want to stereotype all people 
who pass judgement on an experience in which 
they have no personal knowledge, bur when 
someone tries to slam the so-called bestyears of 
my life, I get a little heated. The span of four 
hours is not enough time to truly discover 
“college culture,” and is not enough time to 
develop anything more than a first impression. 
As a senior I know “college culture” and have 
the personal experience to back it up.
. The cliche images of an “Animal House” 
described in last week’s column, “Dormitory 
life does not appeal to all smdents,” was a lame 
attempt to define college life. I am a college
student, once lived in the dorm, moved to an 
off-campus apartment and realized life at 150 
wasn’t as bad as I thought. Not saying that the 
dorm is a utopian society, it does have its 
problems. In short, it’s 506 people’s first expe­
rience away from the rules from home. Away 
from mommy and daddy, kids will cut loose, 
experimentwith generic cereals and shower in 
public bathrooms at anytime of the day.
What I get angry at is someone sashaying 
around claiming to know the gripes of the 
residents when he never had to deal with a toilet 
paper shortage, step around that pile of vomit 
for three days, or have the guilty pleasure of 
“social drinking.”
Your first year away from home you don’t 
care if you have a clean shower, you could care 
less that the view out your window is of a brick 
wall and you know that the only cure for a 
hangover is a night filled with friends and more 
alcohol. Is this lifestyle healthy? At the time you 
really don’t care because the pigsty that is the 
dorm is your domain. Most students grow out
of this behavior in enough time to save their 
GPA, bur the memories are priceless.
I have visited the dorms at UMASS Amherst, 
Northeastern, Boston University, Emerson 
and various other colleges in this tine city of 
ours. Suffolk’s facilities, although not always 
clean, are impressive. To be honest, the 150 
Tremont dorm is tame compared to some of 
these places on a Friday night.
Guess what I wake up to? The sound of 
sirens, car horns, people screaming obsceni­
ties, a telemarketer calling, and other annoying 
occurrences thatare thecharmingreality in the 
city. If you want to wake up to birds chirping 
and the wind blowing softly, don’t live in the 
city. Better yet, don’t knock the people that 
wake up to the incessant buzz of alarm clocks 
and not in the middle of an alternate universe.
When I wake up, I usually jump into the 
shower, throw on some clothes, attempt to 
gobble down a piece of toast in time to catch 
the train and arrive five minutes late for my 10 
a.m. class. I pity the commuterwith a 9 o’clock
class.
When I lived at the dorm, there were 
cracked walls, the showers were dirty, some 
fool smeared peanut butter all over a door, 
but those memories are something 1 experi­
enced over the course of a year. I did not 
assume to experience “college culnire” by watch­
ing “Animal House,” and drawing parallels'.
Something that last week’s article totally 
missed were the moments that friends share. 
Pulling all-nighters while cramming for mid­
terms, watching Party ofTive (or The Man 
Show) while huddled around the suite’s televi­
sion, or simply sitting around wondering how 
to spend a penny-less Sauirday night, the dorm 
is hardly all filth and a collection of “mutant 
rug rats from hell.”
But then again, that’s coming from some­
one who actually lived there and isn’tguessing 
what goes on at 150 when the sun goes down. 
Living in the dorm, though not always the 
cleanest environment, was a lot of fun and 
couldn’t have been a better experience.
SG A accom pi ishes m uch to 
the benefit of all students
■ ACCOMPLISHMENTS
continued from Page 8
some of the accomplishments occured.
The Suffolk Journal's allocation for a 
new laser printer was passed. The Suffolk 
Journals the most effective way of commu­
nication on this campus. It is necessary that 
the equipment that is used by the staff is 
functioning and up to date. The printer 
allocation that passed through SG A unani­
mously will improve conditions for the Jour­
nal staff by allowing them to spend their 
time on writing about campus issues instead 
of dealingwithantiquated equipment. Over­
all, this is a worthwhile investment for the 
Suffolk community.
Tire Hellenic Club’s allocation for a new 
banner was passed. Over the past months, 
the Hellenic Club has become increasingly 
active oiT campus.Thebanner, which promi­
nently displays the club’s name and Suffolk 
University, willbe displayed in a parade to 
celebrate Greek tradition and culture 
throughout Boston. The Hellenic Club will 
be representing Suffolk University to the 
Boston community along with other uni­
versities and colleges.
An amendment was added to the SGA 
constitution to encompass all undergradu­
ate students as part of our constituency. In 
the past, part time and night students were 
represented by an organization that was 
primarily graduate students. With this 
amendment, part-time and night students 
will be eligible to participate in any recog­
nized club or organization on campus.
I have often told different individuals 
and organizations throughout campus to 
use the SGA as a resource. We are here to 
representyou, but we can not do it effectively 
if we do not know what it is our constituents 
want. Ifyou have any concerns, suggestions, 
email me at SuffolkSGA@yahoo.com.
In conclusion, take control of who rep­
resents you and your class. If you are not 
happy with the representation you have 
been receiving, make that known by voting 
today and tomorrow.
Carla S. Beaudoin
Student Governmeirt Vice President
Class of 2002
Students seeking dorm rooms can be 
helped by off-campus housing office
Dear Suffolk Journal,
As I was reading the two articles regarding, 
“Housing Crunch...” and “Dorm Lotto...,” it 
occurred to me that the Office of Off-Campus 
Housing was never discussed or referred to. 
The articles seem to suggest that Suffolk stu­
dents are left with no options or that no one 
cares about their current situation. My objec­
tive in writing this is to inform you that we do 
care and there are resources in place to help 
you find alternative housing.
The Off-Campus Housing Of fice has been 
in existence since 1997, and during that period 
of time we have literally helped hundreds of 
students. We have held various information 
sessions and off-campus housing search week­
ends, provided resources that have enabled 
our students to find housing and of fered the 
usage of our telephones and the usage of our 
computers to do web searches for housing.
On Feb. 7 and 8, the Off-Campus Housing 
Office held two informal information sessions 
in the hopes of alleviating fears, and to simply 
make students aware of our services. We are 
currently planning and working alongside stu­
dent leaders from SGA to participate in the 
“Temple Street Fair” in the hopes of reaching
as many students as possible. We have also 
planned two information sessions for Feb. 27, 
which will coincide with “Commuter Appre­
ciation Week.” The sessions will be held in 
Donahue 638B from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. and 
Donahue 637 from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m.
The Off-Campus Housing Office has sched­
uled two “Housing Search Weekends” to be 
held on June 22 to 24 and July 20 to 22. We 
offer to our students a three-day, two-night 
introduction to apartment hunting in Boston. 
Our staff provides pointers on how to utilize 
resources and offers the opportunity for par­
ticipants to work directly with area realtors. 
More information on this will be mailed very 
soon.
Our purpose is solely to provide Suffolk 
students the oppornmity of working with us to 
facilitate the process of looking for an apart­
ment. We do not charge any fee for our services 
and we have an open door policy. Come by 
and meet with us. We are located at 20 Beacon 
Street on the second floor or simply call us at 
573-8647.
Susan James Leyva
Off-Campus Housing Office (0.0.H.O.)
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UNivERsnY Dateline
For more iiiformatiou on getting your event listed in Dateline, 
contact the Dean of Students Office at (617) 573-8202.
Wednesday, February 28
Financial Aid Application Deadline for Under­
graduate Students. .
Financial Aid Office, Donahue 3rd floor
Council of Presidents Meeting 
Archer 365
Pronunciation Workshop
1:00 p.m. 20 Ashburton Place 2:00 - 2:50 p.m.
BSU Poetry Workshop with Tema Bryant
Orientation Leader Group Process Day
Sawyer 423
Ash Wednesday Roman Catholic Service 
Donahue 540 12:00 p.m.
Interfaith Yoga Class 
Donahue 218B
1:00 - 2:30 p.m. 
1:15-2:15 p.m.
Graduate Presentation and Writing Workshop 
20 Ashburton Place 3:00 - 3:50 p. m.
Peer Education Theatre Auditions 






3:00-3:50 p.m. Tuesday, March 6
Humanities & Modern Language Department 
Speaker: Dr. Elaine Ancekewicz, ‘‘Montaigne 
and the Feather Cloak”
Munce Conference Room 1:00 - 3:00 p. m.
SOULS Community Service at St. John 
the Evangelist Church
35 Bowdoin St. 5:00 p.m.
Communication & Journalism Alumni 





20 Ashburton Place 2:00 - 2:50 p.m. S.O.A.R. Student Conference at Clark 
University in Worcester, MA 2:00 p.m.
Women’s Center Speaker Eileen Parks: Women 
and Relaxation
Location: TBA 1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
Leadership Institute Commencement 
Donahue 403 2:00 - 4:30 p.m. Caribbean Student Network Fashion Show 
C. Walsh Theatre 9:00 p.m.
Black Student Union Lecturer: David Moore, 
“Malcolm X” ,
Donahue 403 1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
Graduate Presentation and Writing Workshop 
20 Ashburton Place 3:00 - 3:50 p.m. Saturday, March 3 TOEFL Workshop 
20 Ashburton Place 3:00-3:50 p.m.
SOULS Supper Club Community Service 
Paulist Center 5:00 p.m. There are no events scheduled for today. CAS Information Session
One Beacon Street 6:00 - 7:30 p.m.
Common Grounds Coffee House 




There are no events scheduled for today.
SSOM Information Session





Donahue 535 1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
Conversation Workshop 
20 Ashburton Place 1:00 - 1:50 p.m.
University DateLine is Suffolk University’s 
master calendar. For information on any scheduled 
event, any day of the academic year; or to list an event 
that you are planning call 573'8082. A comprehen­
sive record of what is happening, when and where — 
for planning, publicity or general information.
Resident student defends dorm life at Suffolk
Dear Suffolk Journal,
Recently I read an article in The Suffolk 
/o/zr/is/entitled “Dormitory life does not ap­
peal to all students.” Usually, when I read an 
editorial that contains opinions and judg­
ments I don’t quite agree with I, for the most 
part, don’t take any form of rebuttal to op­
pose it. But after reading this article, I felt 
compelled to share my opinions with my fellow 
students.
First and foremost, I would like to thank 
Ilya Popov for his very opinionated and judg­
mental article, which after reading made me 
realize that I am not the 18-year-old college 
student I thought I was. Instead, I am a “mu­
tant rug rat from hell” whose bad hygiene and 
stale stench make me somewhat of a menace to 
Ilya’s delusional world of cleanliness and or­
der.
Before I get started with my full rebuttal to 
all of Ilya’s narrow-minded opinions, I must 
ask him a question. I realize thatyou have the 
optimum situation for a college student.
You live with your parents, which for some 
would be more of a hassle than a help, but what 
about many of your fellow students who don’t
have the luxury of living within a 45-mimite 
train ride? What are the rest of us supposed to 
do, sleep at your house? Which would be a 
dream come true, considering I could wake up 
to the sound of soft wind blowing and birds 
chirping. Dorm life for me is nor exactly a 
dream come true, but then again not all of us 
are as fortunate as Ilya.
Yes, I ama resident of ISOTremont. Proud 
or not, I do live here. Now, I must inform you 
that it is not the building in which I am trying 
to defend, because truthfully it was not the 
buildingwhich Ilya openly slandered. Instead 
it is the residents of this dorm to whom he 
spoke down upon, so it is the residents of this 
dorm for whom I defend.
I will be the first to admit that the dorms are 
not the cleanest environment I have ever been 
in, but then again what can you expect from 
400-plus college students? The so called “col­
lege culnire” that Ilya believes isn’t fit for many 
students should not be stereotyped by a visitor 
who has no clue what it is like to live here. 
Spending a night at 150 Tremont certainly 
does not give someone the full experience of 
dorm life.
While living in the dorms at Suffolk, I have 
made true friends that I will never forget. 
Despite the fact that the 5th floor stalls are 
dented and the food isn’t exquisite, I will 
forever remember the great experiences I shared 
with my friends.
College life is not intended to be perma­
nent. Many people consider college the last 
time to truly have fun and let loose. Not 
everyone promotes the kind of rowdy behav­
ior I am referring to. But that doesn’t give 
someone the right to judge everyone in the 
dorms as reckless kids who aren’t fit to be in an 
institution such as college.
This is all beside the point that it is very 
disrespectful to critique and slander other 
people’s homes. If I happened to ever visit Ilya’s 
house, I assure you that regardless of whether 
I liked it or not I would not write a 700-word 
editorial about how I found his home distaste­
ful.
I will admit that some of the vandalism 
made in the dorms is very unnecessary and 
disrespectful. But, I firmly believe that if any­
body should write an article in the paper 
regarding their dislike of our dorms, it should
be a resident of 150 Tremont and not some 
pessimistic visitor that had a bad night’s sleep 
here because someone played their music too 
loud.
Before I forget, I wanted to ask Ilya another 
question. In your article you said that there 
must be something wrong with people who 
prefer to take their showers in the evening 
rather than the morning. Well Ilya, can you 
please enlighten us all as to why there must be 
something wrong with a person if they prefer 
a shower at night? I would be very interested as 
to what your response would be.
In conclusion I muststress that the reason 
Ilya’s article made me so angry is because a 
fellow studentwrote it. This trulysignifies the 
lack of unity we have in our school.
It is disappointing because I was under the 
impression that students of the same school 
would have respect for their fellow students. 
Enough respect to not slander 450 of them.
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Ex-SGA president agrees with Jocirna/editorial
Dear Suffolk Journal, 
lam writing to commend Caroline Corayer 
for her honest editorial from the Feb. 21 
edition of the Suffolk Journal “Stu­
dents’ demands lost in SGA foolishness.” The 
author brings up several excellent points in the 
editorial that I feel compelled to defend as a 
former member of the SGA. However, the 
editorial certainly does not need a defense for 
it stands on its own merit.
First, allow me to establish the author’s 
credibility. She is the senior-most member of 
the SGA, serving longer than any other mem­
ber, even all four of the Executive Board 
members and senior class members. Thus, she 
is the most knowledgeable ofSGA’s inner and 
outerworkings.
During her tenure as the SGA Executive 
Board Treasurer, I can say without a doubt 
that she adamantly defended those requests 
for money from promising and organized 
organizations. She was the fiercest defender of 
the student activity fee I have ever worked with. 
And for that she should be commended. I 
cannot remember a vote in which she did not 
honestly vote with her conscience.
Despite pressure from many to vote with
the majority, she stood her ground and was 
often the lone voice in many situations. In
retrospect, she _______________________
hadtheverybest 
of intentions for u
cons, if any, are apparently too minor to be 
mentioned by the author who has proven to
_______________________  be an unbiased
voice amongst 
the campus or-
thesmdentsin p^QLE OF AN SGA MEMBER IS
mind, often Itmakesper-
butting heads NOT CONFINED TO AN HOUR AND feet sense to 
withseveralout- ^ ^^lF ON TUESDAYS AND THE “l^old an event
Spoken meni' -p* that would at'
hers of SGA. OCCASIONAL HURSDAY. tract a different
She rarely asked crowd’’And it’s
the questions obvious that
she wanted to . - JaSON BORNEO
aslq she asked the _________________________________________________ [their] friends’
questions that organizations
needed to be asked.
The first question she poses is why did the 
SGA vote down the request for funding. The 
concert committee appeared to be more orga­
nized and more involved than in year’s past. 
This certainly must be a pro. Several students 
attended the SGA meeting to support the 
concert committee initiatives. Yet, again, an­
other pro. The concert committee proposed a 
budget of $6,400, the smallest budget ever 
requested by any concert committee. Pro. The
slide through and then holding others to 
different standards. ” And I feel sorry for Stacia 
Russell who toiled for long hours to prepare 
a presentation for SGA.
SGA has the duty and the ability to come 
to a consensus prior to any inevitably heated 
and controversial vote. Yet it amazes those on 
the outside of how many SGA members are 
unable to come to a clear consensus, have an 
organized debate, stare their opinion, and 
vote. Questions are allowed to be asked prior
to meetings and should be so that the chairper­
son has an idea of the direction of the debate. 
Thus, everyone’s rime is not wasted. And if it 
appears that the vote will not pass, then it takes 
a mere friendly discussion from the more 
experienced members of SGA to figure out 
how it can work successfully. The role of the 
SGA member is not confined to an hour and 
a half on Tuesdays and the occasional Thurs­
day.
On Thursday’s meeting, the Concert 
Comm ittee’s request passed. Tliis time around, 
however, there was an overwhelming majority 
in favor of the concert. So, what happened? 
The facts haven’t changed. The concert com­
mittee must give credit only to the inconsistent 
voting practices of the many members of the 
SGA and probably, in part, to the editorial 
which I praise.
In closing, kudos to the author. Praise must 
also be given to the Journal staff for their 
unyielding efforts and dedication. I truly hope 
you receive the "Outstanding Organization of 
the Year” award for the third year in a row.
Jason A. Borneo 
Class of 2001
Law school tuition should increase to counter Sargent Hail’s cost
Dear Suffolk Journal,
Okay, to no one’s surprise, tuition here at 
Suffolk will be going up next year. Everybody 
will be hit with an increase and everybody will 
suffer from it also. It is true that the law school 
students will see the highest increase of 6.88 
percent, while undergraduate tuition will in­
crease 6.42 percent? So the Suffolk graduate 
students need to pay more-they should!
In x\\^SuffolkJournahxndt “Law students 
hit hard with tuition increase” law students 
complained they were “unfairly being made to 
foot the largest part of an increase that they
believe is primarily the responsibility of the 
undergraduate departments.”
I remember two years ago my tuition in­
crease was responsible for that beautiful new 
law school, Sargent Hall, which boasts seven ‘ 
floors, a computer center, built-in computers 
at classroom desks, support centers, function 
rooms, exhibition rooms, and court rooms.
Now, let’s move to the undergraduate side: 
Ridgeway, a fotir-floor, supposed communi­
cations building with a closet-sized reference 
library, one computerroom, and one coveted, 
but hated communications classroom that is
mechanically and structurally insufficient.
True, undergraduate tuition should in­
crease on behalf of ourselves, but we are too 
busy paying for the law school luxuries. Which 
school is “ keeping pace with the rapid develop­
ments and advances in law, business, and 
technology,” that according to Suffolk’s Web 
site is the primaiy goal of the university?
Complaining about a law school tution 
increase is whiny and unjustified. Amy Roma, 
a first-year law student, said, “When I was an 
undergrad it went up every year by that [6.88 
percent] if not more, so I’m used to it, although
it does make me mad.”
So for the last two years, here on the other 
side of Beacon Hill, undergrads have foot the 
bill plus the law school’s bill.
In a memorandum released Feb. 8, from 
President DavidJ. Sargent, he explained, “In­
creases in tuition are necessary if we are to 
remain competitive as well as to continue our 
mission of academic excellence.” Fine, but in 
a memorandum released today, Suffolk un­
dergraduates say, “Show me the money!” 
Nicole McDecitt 
Class of 2001
Media censorship wili have a 
negative impact worldwide
by Sheila Lalwani
In this country, journalists are free to re­
port the hews. Becatise of the First Amend­
ment, Congress, which is broadly interpreted 
as the whole of government, cannot suppress 
the press. It’s a part of what makes this country 
strong. Bur not all governments afford their 
journalists these freedoms.
Journalists around the world deserve free­
dom to report news accurately, without any 
interference. Only when this day comes can the 
citizens be comfortable that their government 
is operating in their best interests.
But censorship and threats were the reality 
for a British journalist who fled Zimbabwe 
earlier this week. According to the Associated 
Press, the government of the African country, 
threateningjoseph Winter with deportation, 
broke into his Harare apartment early Sunday 
morning, claiming they intended only to serve 
him with a deportation order.
He was not the only one who faced this 
injustice. AP reported the government or­
dered a second journalist, Mercedes Sayagues, 
deported. She has moved from her Harare 
apartment to a friend’s home with her 8-year- 
old daughter. Winter and Sayagues, a corre­
spondent for South Africa’s weekly newspa­
per the Mail and Guardian, were ordered to 
leave the country within 24 hours.
The expulsions had to do with the 
government’s fear of independent journalists. 
Last month, a powerful explosion wrecked the 
printing presses of Zimbabwe’s only indepen­
dent daily newspaper. The Daily News. The 
paper continued publishing without interrup­
tion. No one has been arrested in the bombing.
But, AP reported, the blast came after 
Information Minister Jonathan Moyo de­
scribed the paper as a threat to national 
security and ruling party militants set fire to 
copies in the streets. It sounds like the stuff of 
a revolution, or at the very least the actions of 
a highly corrupt government.
The governntent must not hinder the free­
doms of the press. Furthermore, it has no 
business whatsoever getting in the faces of 
independent journalists. But, that is what has 
happened and it’s expected to get worse. Moyo 
announced plans to cancel the accreditation 
of all local and foreign journalists and release 
new regulations covering media accreditation.
If he does that, the press can naturally 
expect to lose its freedoms. If the government 
' mandates how the news media must behave, 
then it’s not inconceivable the news media will 
become a public relations arm of the govern­
ment. That’s obviously a dangerous step, be­
cause part of the press’s responsibility is to be 
a check for the government.
But the government is defending itself. Gov­
ernment officials maintain Winter’s work per­
mit had not been correctly processed. Moyo 
told reporters the permit might have been 
forged by an official colluding with Winter, 
but Winter sa id the permit was extended until 
next February after he submitted a routine 
application to Moyo’s department.
The media are not perfect. That does not 
change the reality that they serve a vital func­
tion of being a check for the government and 
link between the people and the government.
By expelling journalists, the government of 
Zimbabwe has essentially separated itself from 
the responsibility of itsactions.Citizens cannot 
be expected to function as the press.
The voice of the press can’t be hushed. If it 
is, the voice of the people has been silenced.





r/ie Sargent Hall Function Room 
(Law School)
- opportunity to meet other Griffin Fellows
- iearn from the B-Schooi Beanpot Case
Analysis Competition participants
get involved in the preparation of The Third 
Annual Griffin Networking Event






“Eid,” the most important feast in the Islamic calendar, commemorates 
this year’s culmination of the pilgrimmage at Mecca.
Students, staff and faculty please come and celebrate 
. with us at a luncheon on:
TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 2001
1-2:
CMD Conference Room 
I Beacon St. 25th Floor
51^
For more information contact Islamic Cultural Society at the 
Office of Campus Ministry/Interfaith Center 
Rev. Amy Fisher, ext. 8325
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Dorm store lowers prices
By Jackie Walsh ‘ 
Journal Contributor
The Suffolk convenience store, 
located in the dormitory at 150 
TremontSt., is drawing praise from 
students because of significant price 
reductions and a broader selection.
The convenience store, more 
commonly known as the Ostore, is 
student-operated, but Steve Belski, 
directorof diningseivices in the dorm 
oversees orders for the store.
“We have changed a lot of items, 
and our prices aren’t as high,” said 
Belski.
The merchandise in the Ostore 
comes from the Associated Grocers 
of New England, a full service whole­
saler based in Manchester, NH, that 
supplies supermarkets and conve­
nience stores throughout New En­
gland. In the past, the premium 
charged by AGNE necessitated a 
significant mark-up of prices on prod­
ucts in the store. However, newly 
reduced prices in the Ostore reflect
a reduction in thatpremitim charged 
by AGNE.
Suffolk’s AGNE representative 
Paul Gfeenan explained the the 
growth in AGN E’s annual sales has 
allowed the wholesaler to purchase 
products from manufacturers at the 
best possible price bracket. The in­
crease in the retailers that AGNE 
supplies lets them purchase prod­
ucts at full truckload pricing, so they 
can in turn charge businesses like the 
Ostore lower premiums.
Last year, for example, a box of 
cereal in the Ostore was priced at 
almost seven dollars. This semester, 
cereal sells for $4.59.
Students who have meal plans 
through Suffolk start each semester 
with a $ 100 account at the Ostore. 
That money is included in the price 
of room and board at 150 Tremont 
St.
If students opt to not spend that 
money in the Ostore, it can be trans­
ferred to their meal plans.
“ I always avoided the Ostore last
year and even last semester because 1 
felt it was a waste of money to shop 
there,” said Tayla Kellaher, a resi­
dent of the 150 Tremont St. dorm. 
“I’d rather transfer that money to 
my RAM account at the end of the 
semester than blow it on over-priced 
food.”
The stock of the Ostore, which 
includes grocery items such as frozen 
foods, dairy items and candy, is now 
more reflective of realistic student 
needs. Tliis is a result of Belski’s desire 
to accommodate students.
“ I understand that this is a limited 
area in terms of grocery shopping, 
and if I can make products available 
to snidents by simply having them go 
downstairs from their rooms, I will,” 
he said.
Belski said that he is open to 
student requests, if it is something a 
lot of students could benefit from.
“As long as it’s not an outrageous 
demand and I can get it, meeting 
snidents’ requestsisn’treally a prob­
lem,” he said. .
■ Kurt Erickson - Journal Staff
The dorm convenience store recently lowered its prices.
NESADSU professor wins award Donahue
■ MARTIN
continued from Page 3 
vibrant colors that are not bright.
Her paintings display her talent 
for shading, and are simple replicas 
of people and objects.
“ I want to show my audience that 
the realism art movement is very nuich 
a part of the 20 th and 21 st centuries 
along with all the other art move­
ments,” says Martin. She wants her 
audience to know that it is as contem­
porary as abstract art, and that it is 
neither outdated nor a passing fad.
“There has been an extreme re­
birth in realism within the last 60
years,” Martin says. The teachings of 
the masters during the Renaissance 
era are extremely important to all art 
students. “Their methods and mate­
rials need tobe studied and learned.”
“It is very difficult and time con-' 
Sliming, but if you want to be an 
artist, you have to learn to focus and 
study how the masters created such 
works of art,” Martin says.
Martin says that when she is be­
ginning a complicated painting she 
often asks herself, “Why am I doing 
this? I can’t paint this is useless. I 
shouldn’tbother."
“So to avoid me getting in too
much of a funk, I have my canvases 
started or various sketches on my 
studio walls, telling me to work and 
wanting tobe finished,” Martin says.
Martin puts them in front of her, 
on her easel and around the room. 
“They are essentially screaming at 
me, ‘I need to be worked on! Don’t 
dillydally, c’mon.’” '
“Paging through art books, walk­
ing through the stteets of my home­
town and Boston, and seeing people 
and nature inspires me. Simply look­
ing at all these things around me with 
a sketch pad in hand and recording 
what I see inspires me.”
Martin ends with a positive mes­
sage for everyone. “ Doubt is all part 
of the process of creating. Fight it off! 
Find a way that suits you to get away 
from it. ” She encourages everyone to 
realize that they are “good.”
“You will make mistakes, nothing 
is perfect,” she says. She explains that 
through mistakes one learns and may 
try it again. .
“If you are weary of the same 
thing, try a new and different way to 
create it. Know that with time, pa­
tience and persistence, you can be 
whateveryou want to be. It will hap­
pen and it all comes from you.”
“In a duel, there is only 





For a chance to instantly win a 
Dell* Laptop, Handspring Visors^ 
messenger bags and more, go 
to questiapromo.com!
Questia* is the new online 
service designed to help 
students write better papers, 
faster and easier.
OSppUQueslia Media America,.Inc'.'C!©2poi' , rn 1n^; Qiiestia.lhe QuestiaJbgotype^.“Bet^/.P^pers..faste^’:.the Question Marquis and the Question 
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ib w^.questiapfom6.cp'm. Ertranls;mus‘t be legal U.S. r'esidenls.^ST’G^e EST and ends 3/31/01 at 37
Game void where prohibited; Odds bWinning Dell laptop computer l:iM.iXK)i(sp'ons'on Questia^ebia Arfierica, Inc. Three Greenway PI
quis and the uestion Marquis:signature,are Serwce;mart^ 
enecessary.To ente^c'instant wiAgame and tor'njles^g^ 
  / /  tHs9 p.m. ESt. Lmjt I.entry per^^soa 
Inc. hree reen ay iaaafSuite 1700, Houston, Texas'n$l^
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'Better Papers. Fasterr
hub opens
“The Hub,” a new student in­
formation desk in the lobby of the 
first floor of the Donahue build­
ing, had its grand opening Mon­
day. This new student service be­
gan a trial run that will continue 
until the end of the semester.
Its mission: to find out what the 
students need to know and help to 
direct them towards their answers, 
explained Director of Student^ 
Employmentjeanne Morton.
According to Morton, the idea 
for this information desk was the 
result of the changing over of 
Donahue from the Suffolk law 
school to an undergraduate build­
ing. When the law school moved 
to its new building, many of the 
undergraduate services such as 
Student Activities, Financial Aid 
and the Registrar’s Office were 
moved into Donahue.
With the move, students who 
needed help would ask workers in 
the Financial Aid Office, also lo­
cated in the lobby of the Donahue 
building. Director of Financial Aid 
Chris Perry proposed the infor­
mation booth as a solution.
The booth will be open from 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. Their first goal, said 
Morton, is to survey and keep 
track of the different problems 
and questions students come to 
them with, so to better assess the 
student population’s needs. Most 
of the questions for the opening 
day were concerned with the loca­
tion of different offices, though 
one student stumped “the Hub” 
withaquestion about lastseason’s 
Suffolk baseball statistics.
A crew of nine, consisting of 
Morton and work-study students 
hired for the job, will be manning 
the information desk.
Morton said they were really 
excited about the opening and 
even Han Solo (a cardboard cut­
out of the “Star Wars” character 
Harrison Ford played) was there 
to help promote it in the weeks 
prior to the grand opening. 
Harrison Ford could not be 
reached for comment. _
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Shhh! Conker is taking a nap
1A
Mature Sexual Themes 
Animated Violence 
Strong Language 1® Rare® and Nintendo® have been very naughty. They put fuzzy little Conker in a raunchy, raunchy world. Now only people 17 and older can play. Find out why at www.conker.com.
'• & © 2001 Rare. Raruwarc Logo is a iradcmark of Rare. The “N” Logo is a trademark of Nintendo of America Inc. © 2001 Nintendo of America Inc. Game and system sold separately.
- ' 
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SGA approves concert
■ CONCERT
continued from Page 1
I also think that because of the different date, 
they will have more time to prepare for the 
event and it will not interfere with the fashion 
show.” ■
Travers said that a friendly amendment 
would allow the allocation to he voted on 
without having to pass through the Finance 
and Allocations Committee again.
“I agree with Erik. If they are going to do 
this, why not do it so they succeed,” said Carla 
Beaudoin, SGA Vice President. “I think we 
should give them the original amount.”
Gillian Reagan, a member of the concert 
committee, said the additional funds from 
SGAwill greatly benefit their project. “We are 
very grateful to receive the extra money,” she 
said. “It allows us to improve upon the concert, 
which will in turn benefit more students.”
Class of 2001 Representative Kevin 
DaPonte, who was not at Tuesday’s SGA 
meeting, said he did not understand how the 
board could so easily change their minds.
“Did you all get bribed or something? Just 
because they come here in support, we should 
give them the money?” he asked. “Does it mean 
that if the Caribbean Student Network comes 
back and supports it, we’ll vote yes on them? 
We look like a bunch of fools.”
Morello explained thatThursday’s concert 
committee allocation was different that 
Tuesday’s allocation, includinga new date and 
budget.
“If you come up with an allocation that 
people have problems with and go back and 
change it listening to our concerns, it’s right,” 
he said.
Travers said the only problem with the 
budget that he had was that they were paying 
the bands $200 to play. “The comment that
one of the band players made about sports 
players getting paid or scholarships to go to 
school for free made him look extremely fool­
ish,” Travers said. “ I just personally feel that if 
I was so into putting on this concert and I was 
in a band, I would want to play for free at my 
school.”
SGA Secretary Peter Morello, a member of 
the concert committee, explained that they are 
paying the bands in order to get them to stick 
to their commitment, if another gig arises.
Junior Dave Conway, a member of the 
Panda Squad, explained what type of music 
will be featured at the concert. “All four bands 
are different. My music is gayishly happy, but 
the others are hard rock and roll and alterna­
tive rock,” he said. The four bands include the 
Panda Squad, Sharkey’s Machine, Absent and 
The Red Chord.
Parliamentarian Steve Fader asked the 
members not to abstain when voting. “If you 
abstain, you are basically voting no,” he said. 
“Take a stand.”
Beaudoin asked for a roll call vote. The 
motion passed 15-4-0.
Morello then moved to adjourn the meet­
ing. The motion passed, skipping all other 
business.
Director of Student Activities Aurelio 
Valente, who also co-advises the concert com­
mittee, said that he was pleased with the hard 
work the concert committee has put in. “Tliey’re 
[the concert committee] doing an incredible 
job. I know Stacia has looked at this being part 
of the spring week programs,” hesaid. “They’re 
really on track.”
Valente also commended the group for 
continuing after SGA first voted no on the 
concert. “I’ve been really impressed with their 
resiliency. Many groups would have given up,” 
he said. “Tliey’re just as motivated now as they 
were when they first started.”
ASK SAL
Dear SAL: I have an incomplete from last semester. I would 
like to complete the class and receive a grade. What should I do?
Dear Student: This is a good question. You should schedule a 
meeting with the instructor who granted you the “I” to discuss the 
work needed to complete the course. An incomplete (“I”) must be 
formally re-evaluated by the instructor within one academicyear, 
resulting in an evaluation grade or an extension of the “I” or it auto­
matically converts to an “F.” You should also notify the Registrar 
immediately in writing to preventthe “I” grade prematurely convert­
ing to an “F.”
Dear SAL: My roommate and I have decided that I will move out 
of our apartment in the summer. Is there any place on campus that 
can help me find off campus housing?
Dear Student: The Office of Off Campus Housing (OCH) at 
Suffolk University is an excellent resource forstudents seeking 
housing in the Boston and surrounding communities. OCH is 
located in the Dept, of Enrollment & Retention Management at 20 
Beacon Street, 2nd floor. They maintain a database of available 
apartments, sublets, roommates wanted and area realtors. You 
can also add your name to the database for other students to 
receive whether you have an apartment or are looking for one. 
During your visit to OCH you can obtain a printout of the informa­
tion contained in the database.
For more information please call (617) 573-8647 or 
_________send an email to sal@admin.suffolk.edu. Good luck!
SGA to hold elections
■ SGA SPEECHES
continued from Page 3 
but said the organization has moved past it.
“I think we’ve come along way," Ciccia 
said. “I think we need to move past that.”
DeMiles and Trainor said thatSGA’s new 
faculty advisor. University Safety Office Johp 
Lee, will help watch over SGA’s accounts.
“We have to make sure it doesn’t happen 
again because that was your money that was 
stolen,’’Trainor said.
Beaudoin said the student body needs to 
be involved. “The biggest checks and balances 
is the students,” she said. “ I propose that next 
year we publish the big three budgets [SGA, 
Program Council and Council of Presidents] 
in the Journal.'’
Beaudoin also said she would like to see 
more advertising in the/ot/rns/, WSFR and 
WSUB. “I think at this point we have used 
flyers to the fuUest extent and it is time to use 
the Suffolk media to advertise,” she said.
SGA Treasurer Erik Travers asked the 
presidents abouttheir experience in planning 
events, particularly the commitment involved 
with senior week. DeMiles said that he has 
been in contact with former senior class 
presidents Bobby Brown and Travers. 
“They’ve been willing to help with open arms,” 
DeMiles said. “Come next year. I’m going to 
be gung-ho to get as many events through.”
Only three candidates are running for the 
Class of2003, including Vice President Mike 
Spooner for president and Representatives 
Kim Duca and Katy Lucid. Currently, the vice 
president and two representative slots are 
open.
Spooner said he would like to start an 
interactive website for students to express 
their concerns to SGA. Lucid’s speech fo­
cused on getting diversity within the SGA 
body. “We wanted to be respected, to be
effective and to be loved,” she exclaimed.
Spooner said that events need to be ad­
vertised at the Arlington Street campus and 
to represent their needs in SGA meetings.
The Class of 2004 also has only three 
people running, including Representative 
Joseph Dizoglio for president. Current rep­
resentatives Cheryl Cote and John Flames 
are also up for re-election.
Hames also said he would like to focus on 
off-campus housing. “Maybe we can’t change 
it, but it’s up to us to get in the face of the 
Board of Trustees and strong arm them,” he 
said.
Abrams addressed the candidate short­
age, asking the freshmen how they plan to 
recruit. Hames said he was excited to see so 
many students at the SGAmeerings lastweek 
to represent the concert committee, and 
would like to continue to attract a large 
crowd. He suggested having fire-side chats on 
WSFR.
Cote suggested including NESAD stu­
dents with the rest of their campus by display­
ing their art work in the Donahue and 
Sawyer lobbies.
Hames closed the event, acknowledging 
the void diatwillbe left inSGAmeetings next 
year without Class of 2001 Representative 
Kevin DaPonte.
“Kevin has been a mentor to me. He has 
the guts every week to no vote no, no matter 
how good the proposal is,” Hames said. 
“Kevin always rambles on and on and man­
ages to talk in circles, bur he adds to the 
meetings. I want to continue Kevin’s great 
humor. I hope I get good coverage because 
I love you \JoumaI[ folks.”
, SGA Secretary Peter Morello and Class 
of2004 Representative Paul Fisette also gave 
brief speeches. The two are running as write- 
in candidates.
Important Reminder
Office of Financial Aid
Application deadlines for financial aid will 
be here soon. Do not forget to submit 
your application by the deadlines 
isted below:
Financial Aid Application 
(Undergraduate)




Need help completing your forms?? 
Please call us at 617-573-8470
'r'A
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Tough loss toWNEC 
not Rams’ last shot
By David Maratea 
Journal Staff
For the first time in 23 years the Suffolk 
men’s basketball team has made the Eastern 
College Athletic Conference (ECAC) tourna­
ment and will play Williams College in 
Williamstown, Mass.,on Wednesday at 7:30 
p.m. ■
The Rams look to bounce back after a 
hard-fought loss to Western New England 
College in the Great Northeast Athletic Con­
ference Tournament last Friday.
WNEC eventually went on to win the 
GNAC Tournament last Saturday when they 
defeated Emerson 95-89 in overtime.
“With a little more age and experience, 
Suffolk might have been able to pull out the 
win,” said head coach Dennis McHugh. “Age 
might have been what cost us the game to­
night.”
“ It was an up and down game pretty mtich 
the whole night. We made some costly mistakes
that hurt us a lot tonight. This was defiantly 
a game that we could have won if we didn’t 
make those mistakes,” he continued.
In the defeat, GNAC all-conference team 
membersjason Luisi and Dan Florian played 
solid for the Rams. Luisi led the Rams with 25 
points, on 11 of 22 from the floor, and pulled 
down six rebounds, in 34 minutes.
Florian also played an all-around strong 
game for the Rams, scoring 10 points, assist­
ing five times and grabbing eight rebounds in 
35 minutes. Freshman Ken Kodys continued 
his strong play, adding 13 points in 18 min­
utes.
“The kids put up a good effort. It really 
reflects on how well we’ve been playing. We 
have been playing some of the best basketball 
that this school has ever seen,” said McHugh.
McHugh is now looking past that loss and 
focusing on getting his players ready for their 
first postseason game in 23years, where they 
will meet number one seed Williams College.




The men's basketball team is headed 
in 23 years.
it’s done with. The only thing you can do is 
focus on the next game,” said McHugh.
Focus is exactly what the Rams (17-9) need 
to do in this game against Williams College 
(18-7).
“We need to play solid defense and take 
care of the ball. They are a veteran team with 
a lot of fire power. All we can do is go down
Journal File Photo 
to the post-season for the first time
there and play hard and hope for the best,” 
said McHugh.
“None of these kids were born the last time 
this team has seen the post season,” said 
McHugh with a smile on his face.
“That’s a long time ago. We can’t be happy 
with just being here. We have to play to win. 
Hopefully it will all work out for us,” he said.
Suffolk sports this week
Men’s Basketball:
ECAC 2001 Division III 
Men’s New England 
Basketball Championship .
No. 8 Suffolk vs.
No. 1 ranked Williams College,




Sports Writers Wanted for 
The Suffolk Journal
Call David at 573-8323, 
email us at Suffolkjournal@hotmail.com, 
or attend a meeting 
Thursday, 7 p.m. at the 
Suffolk Journal, Donahue 428
Lance Morganelli - Journal Staff
Senior Dan Florian (Left) and Junior Jason Luisi (Right) have been selected to the 
GNAC All-Conference First team. Katie Librandti was sellected to the GNAC All­
Conference Second Team.
Emmanuel beats Norwich 
after Suffolk women lose 
in GNAC tournament
By David Maratea 
Journal Staff
Top-ranked Emmanuel College defeated 
number two seedNorwich University 52-35 to 
win the women’s GNAC (Great Northeast 
Athletic Gonference) tournament on Satur­
day, a day after the Suffolk Rams suffered a 
tough loss to theNorwich University Cadets at 
the Harborside Recreation Center in Provi­
dence, R.I.
The first half is what killed the Rams, after 
they were outscored by the Norwich Cadets 
30-18. The Rams needed to get something 
started in the second half if they were going to 
stand a chance to win. The Rams outscored 
the Cadets 30-18 in the second half, but it 
wasn’t enough to put them away. Kelly Kane 
led the Cadets with 21 points and five re­
bounds in the 63-59 victory.
Junior Katie Librandti played a solid game
for Suffolk, scoring 12 points and ripping 
down six rebounds. Librandti, of Fairfield, 
Conn., also was selected to the all-conference 
second team. Julie Niznik also provided some 
offense for Suffolk, adding 11 points and six 
rebounds in the teams f inalgame of the season.
The Rams enjoyed an 18-8 record this 
season, f inishing second in the regular season 
in GNAC conference behind Emmanuel, and 
making it to the semi-finals of the conference 
tournament. All-conference selection Librandi 
was the Rams’ leading scorer averaging nearly 
13 points a game and Niznik also contributed 
12 points for an offense that averaged close to 
68 points a game.
The Rams have traditionally had a strong 
team, making the playoffs the past four years. 
With everyone on the team returning next 
season, the Rams are looking to be serious 
threats to win the GNAC title and qualify for 
the NCAA tournament.
